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ABSTRACT

The Loss Of Texas Unionism: A Comparative Study Of The Leadership Of Sam Houston And
James Webb Throckmorton During The Secession Crisis Of 1860-1861
(December 2018)
Jennifer Suzanne Shawgo, Bachelor of Arts, Texas A & M International University,
Chair of Committee: Dr. Jerry D. Thompson

This thesis compares and contrasts the political careers of Sam Houston and James W.
Throckmorton during the Secession Crisis of 1860-1861. Despite their individual efforts to combat
secession, Unionists Sam Houston and James Webb Throckmorton, betrayed the Union in favor
of their loyalty to Texas. Not all Texan Unionists were created equal. Beloved Unionist heroes
Sam Houston and James Webb Throckmorton were not infallible, they made mistakes and had
vices like any man, and above all else, they were career politicians who had self-serving ulterior
motives, aspirations, and political ambitions that did not follow hard line Unionism. Houston was
a constitutional unionist, whose commitment to the Union was tested when he chose to wait out
the war rather than betray either side. Throckmorton’s commitment to the Union was proven to be
conditional due to the financial and security benefits the Union represented for the development
of northern Texas. Although Houston and Throckmorton failed to keep Texas in the Union it was
not from lack of effort or wavering convictions.
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CHAPTER I
TROUBLE BREWING IN TEXAS
Of the 174 delegates at the Texas Secession Convention in Austin on February 1, 1861,
only eight voted against secession. Of these eight delegates, James Webb Throckmorton of
Collin County rose and addressed the convention: “Mr. President, in view of the responsibility,
in the presence of God and my country and unawed by the wild spirit of revolution around me, I
vote no.” It is after his memorable and rousing speech that Unionists in the audience found their
voices and rallied around Throckmorton and cheered.1
The secession crisis in Texas in 1861, was the beginning of the end for Texan Unionists.
Despite their individual efforts to combat growing secession sentiments in Texas, Texan
Unionists Sam Houston and James Webb Throckmorton, betrayed the Union. When secession
was imminent, Sam Houston declared that he would rather Texas return to when it was a
republic than join the Confederacy. He also refused military assistance to keep Texas in the
Union, and then retreated from political and public life. On the other hand, James Webb
Throckmorton joined the Confederacy as a captain of Company K, 6th Texas Cavalry, and took
up arms against the Union.
Not all Texan Unionists were created equal. Beloved Unionist heroes Sam Houston and
James Webb Throckmorton were not infallible, they made mistakes and had vices like any man,
and above all else, they were career politicians who had self-serving ulterior motives, aspirations,
and political ambitions that did not follow hard line Unionism. Houston was a constitutional
unionisr, whose commitment to the Union was tested when he chose to wait out the war rather
__________
This thesis follows the style of Southwestern Historical Quarterly.
1

“Andy Hall’s The Immortal Seven-Texas Against Secession,” Civil War Talk,
http://civilwartalk.com/treads/the-immortal-seven-texans-against-secession.88452/ [Accessed 8/17/2017].
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than betray either side. Throckmorton’s commitment to the Union was proven to be conditional
due to the financial and security benefits the Union represented for the development of northern
Texas. Although Houston and Throckmorton failed to keep Texas in the Union it was not from
lack of effort or wavering convictions.
O.M. Roberts, a later governor of Texas from 1879-1883, who was elected to the Texas
Supreme Court in 1856, wrote this about the people of Texas on joining the Union and
Secession. “When Texas entered the Union in 1845-1846, Texans acted with near unanimity and
much joy. Far less joy and unanimity could be found in 1860-1861 when Texans left the United
States for the Confederacy.”2 During the secession crisis of 1860, Roberts was a Democrat who
advocated for states’ rights, and was the central figure of the Pro-Confederate camp. Roberts was
elected unanimously as president of the Secession Convention in 1861. This point of view from a
pro-Confederate politician in Texas suggests that Texas secession was neither cut or dry nor was
it an inevitability.
Republican candidate, Abraham Lincoln, was victorious in the 1860 presidential election
despite not being an option on the ballots in ten Southern states; this outcome triggered political
outcries from Southern Democrats. Many Southerners were convinced that a Republican victory
would ultimately lead to the abolition of slavery.3 Slave holding Democrats were most threated
by Lincoln’s victory due to fears that was perceived as Republican Abolitionist control of the
presidential branch would trickle down and threaten their states’ rights of practicing slavery. The
first southern state to set off the secession movement was South Carolina, which officially
seceded from the Union on December 20, 1860. On February 1, 1861, Texas joined the other six
2

O.M. Roberts, as quoted in, Walter L. Buenger, “Texas and the Riddle of Secession.”
Southwestern Historical Quarterly. Vol. 87, No. 2 (Oct., 198). [Accessed November 15, 2017.]
http://www.jstor.org/stable/30239789. 151-182.
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Ralph A. Wooster. Texas And Texans In The Civil War. (Austin: Eakin Press, 1995), 1.
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pro-slavery southern states in the Confederate States of America. Political tensions between the
Union and the Confederate States of America would lead to the bloodiest conflict that the United
States has ever endured, the American Civil War.
The issue of secession in Texas was complex with slavery as its catalyst. In addition, the
issues of identity, economics, and politics were key factors behind secession as well. Texas was
the seventh state to secede from the Union on February 1, 1861. By the 1850s, slavery was
growing so rapidly in Texas that the practice of slavery was vital for the continued growth of the
state’s economy. However, what makes the secession situation in Texas unique is that slavery
was sectionalized to the cotton growing areas in Eastern Texas and coastal counties below
Houston and Galveston. For the majority of other regions, slavery was practically non-existent
due to a different economic focus on edible crops and livestock. The issue of slavery in Texas
was divided between the cotton region and the rest of the state that was by majority a free laborstate. This phenomenon raises the question of how Texas could gain a majority voting for
secession when the majority of Texans did not own slaves. The answer to this phenomenon
draws attention to the issue of secession in Texas being more complex than a singularity issue
regarding the continued use of slave labor.
The reasons behind Texas secession could also be contributed by politicians and political
parties. Abraham Lincoln winning the presidency despite not being on the ballot in most
southern states was an eye opener for southern politicians and affected both local and national
politics. The two main political parties were the Republicans and Democrats, and even within
these parties there were different divisions. The main political difference between Texas and the
other southern states that seceded from the Union was the fact that their governors led the
political charge to secede from the Union. In Texas, Gov. Sam Houston, the “Hero of San
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Jacinto,” was a staunch Unionist who refused to cooperate with those favoring secession such as
Secessionist Judge O.M. Roberts. In addition, Texas was the only seceding state that held a state
convention to debate the issue and submitted its action to the voters for approval.4
As for the demographics, Texas was one of the fastest growing states in the Union. The
population of the state grew from 212,592 in 1850 to 604,215 in 1860, an increase of 184
percent.5 A large number of the emigrants came from the Old South, especially Tennessee,
Missouri, Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia, South Carolina, but several thousand Northerners,
primarily from Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois also arrived. These groups of emigrants came in the
1850s. In addition immigrants from Europe and Mexico also arrived. In fact, in 1860, ten percent
of the state’s free residents were foreign born, and of that number almost half were German.6 The
population in Texas also increased through slaves. In fact, it grew more rapidly than the free
population. During the Texas Revolution, the population of slaves was approximately 5,000, but
during the Republic, in 1845, the number of slaves listed on the tax roll was 27,555.7 Once Texas
joined the Union, the 1850 census recorded 58,161 slaves, and by 1860, the total was 182,566.
Slaves in Texas during the 1860s represented thirty percent of the total state population.8
The Northern Republican and the Southern Democrats are at the forefront when
discussing U.S. politics in the 19th century. The political climate in Texas prior to the election of
Lincoln supported the Union which they worked tirelessly to join only fifteen years earlier. The
political divide between the North and South during the 1840s and 1850s was a concern for

4

Wooster, Texas and Texans, 2.
James D. B. De Bow, comp., Statistical View of the United States….Being a Compendium of the Seventh Census.
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1854), 40, 82; Wooster, Texas and Texans, 2.
6
Bureau of the Census, Population of the United States in 1860; Compiled from the Original Returns of the
Eighth Census. (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1864), 486-90, 598-99; Wooster,
Texas and Texans, 2.
7
Randolph Campbell. An Empire of Slavery. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1989), 55-56.
8
Ibid., 209.
5
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Texans; however, Texans were dealing with a War with Mexico, the New Mexico boundary
dispute, settlement of the public debts that were acquired during the Texas Revolution and the
Republic, and issues with both the northern and southern frontiers. These immediate issues
occurring at home distracted Texans from the political battle between Republican Abolitionists
and Free-Soilers, and the Pro-Slavery Democratic Lower South.9 As slaveholders and slavery
became more important to the political and economic life of Texas, its interests and concerns
over the rising sectionalism could no longer be ignored. It has been documented that while only
one white Texas family in four owned slaves, slaveholders dominated the economy and politics
in Texas and were the top tier of the society. Slaveholders owned 73 percent of the state’s real
property, 71 percent of all improved acres, and 60 percent of all livestock. Also, over 90 percent
of cotton was produced by slaveholders in 1860. In addition, nearly 70 percent of the state’s
political leaders owned slaves.10
Safeguarding the institution of slavery was not the only reason that gave Texans cause to
distrust and hate Republican Abolitionists. A series of mysterious fires broke out in several
North Texas towns in the summer of 1860, totaling nearly half a million in damages. Fanned by
newspaper editorials, rumors spread that Abolitionists started the fires. Stories of suspected slave
uprisings, poisoned wells, and attempted assassinations added to the existing suspicions. As a
result, vigilantes rounded up and hanged about fifty suspects, both black and white. This event is
known in what newspapers called “The Texas Troubles.”11 There were however, other reasons
behind Texans’ displeasure with the Union besides slavery.

9

Wooster, Texas and Texans, 2.
Campbell, An Empire of Slavery, 209.
11
Wooster, Texas And Texans, 5.
10
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John Brown’s raid on the Federal arsenal at Harpers Ferry, Virginia, in 1859, was the first
of the psychological and physical shocks that would cause Texans to doubt the value of the
Union.12 Brown’s raid occurred at the same time that Juan Cortina, a South Texas Mexican
citizens’ rights activist, seized control of Brownsville in South Texas. These events came at a
time when Native American attacks along the Texas frontier were increasing. The failure of the
Federal government to provide adequate security along their borders caused Texans to question
the value of the Union.13
However, not all political leaders in Texas wanted to secede. Two of the most prominent
Texan politicians who opposed secession were the infamous Sam Houston and the lesser known
James Webb Throckmorton. In 1854, U.S. Senator Houston made the unpopular decision to vote
against the Kansas-Nebraska Act. His speech defending his stance took two days, February 14
and 15. On the first day he spoke in defense of Native Americans, and on February 15, Houston
condemned the repeal of the Missouri Compromise as fool hardy due to the protections it gave to
the South over the free-soil majority.14 Upon his return to Texas, Houston came under fire from
his political enemies and pro-slavery Texans and was accused of being a traitor to the South. As
a result, Houston lost many supporters and friends due to his “unacceptable” polices such as
defending the Native Americans, and voting against the Kansas-Nebraska Act.15 Despite his
decline in popularity, Houston decided to run for governor in 1857.
The Texas Democratic Convention in Waco on May 4, nominated Hardin R. Runnels, a
disciple of John C. Calhoun, whose political stance centered on the expansion of slavery and
made the political climate either for Houston or anti-Houston. Throughout Houston’s campaign

12

Ibid., 3.
Ibid.
14
Randolph B. Campbell. Sam Houston and the American Southwest. (New York: Pearson Longman, 1993), 159.
15
Ibid., 161.
13
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he rode a crimson buggy which advertised for a plow business that traveled throughout the state
giving at least sixty speeches in sixty Texas summer days.16 Houston’s fight was a futile venture
due to the mass opposition. The Democratic Party held political control over Texas and fully
backed Runnels. The Texas press also rallied behind Runnels, whereas Houston was a man
without a party. Despite harrowing opposition, he narrowly lost the governor race to Runnels by
a vote of 32,552 to 28,678. He won 47 percent of the vote which was a testament to his personal
reputation as well as a peak into the unionist support available in Texas.17 After his failure to
gain the governor seat, Houston resumed his place as a U.S. Senator.
In the summer of 1859, the political situation in Texas was shifted. The Democratic state
convention re-elected Runnels as their candidate for governor under the endorsement of
reopening the African slave trade. This issue was the last straw for Texas Unionists. The
National Democrats, Houston’s supporters, rallied together to oppose those who wanted to
reopen the slave trade, secession, and other disunion issues by supporting Houston as governor.18
One of the prominent Texas politicians to follow these ideals and gather support for the election
of Houston as governor was North Texas politician James Webb Throckmorton. Throckmorton’s
Unionism is explained by his early conservative Whig ideology and nationalism. Whig ideology
called for political stability, economic growth, and an attachment to the traditional American and
Protestant values.19 These beliefs are the foundation for the two local issues that Throckmorton
never wavered from: frontier defense and economic growth of northern Texas through the
development of railroads. Although he had strong criticisms on the U.S. Army’s tactics,
Throckmorton understood that the continued protection of the frontier was dependent on the

16

Ibid., 168.
Ibid., 169.
18
Ibid., 176.
19
Howell, Texas Confederate, 45.
17
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resources of the U.S. military. Throckmorton’s continued to keep his Whig roots with the idea
that Whigs supported the idea of creating a strong central government that protected the political
and economic rights of citizens.20
The Whig Party in Texas became extinct in the mid-1850s because they opposed the
Kansas-Nebraska Act. After Throckmorton approved of Sam Houston voting against the KansasNebraska Act, he ended up joining the Democratic Party with the intentions of gaining control
over the party, but his disapproval over Runnels’s policy of reopening the African slave trade
placed him against the radical slaveholding members. Houston took a different route to
separating himself from the radical slaveholding Democrats by flirting with the American Party,
also known as the Know-Nothing Party. The Know-Nothing Party started in 1854 and centered
on restrictions of immigration and against foreign-born Catholics attaining political office.
Houston admitted to supporting some of the views of the American Party although he was not
committed to their ideals. Houston and Throckmorton’s shared opposition to the reopening of the
slave trade brought them together politically since they for the time being, shared the same goals
of wrestling control of the political scene in Texas from the secessionist Democrats.
In the race for governor, Houston ended up defeating Runnels by a vote of 33,375 to
27,500, which was roughly what he lost by two years earlier. Governor Sam Houston’s inaugural
address delivered on December 21, 1859, called on the people to remain faithful to the Union
and the Constitution and warned against “the wild ravings of fanatics.”21 Once Lincoln won the
presidency Houston argued that it was no excuse for breaking with the Union. “The Union is

20
21

Ibid., 46.
Inaugural Address of Sam Houston, December 21, 1859, Destiny By Choice: The Inaugural Addresses of the
Governors of Texas, ed. Marvin E. De Boer (Fayetteville: University of Arkansas Press, 1992), 59;
Wooster, Texas and Texans, 3.
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worth more than Mr. Lincoln, he said.”22 The political situation in Texas changed quickly
following the election of Lincoln. Secessionists held mass meetings, and letters, resolutions, and
petitions were drafted requesting Houston to convene a special session of the legislature for the
purpose of calling a convention of the people to consider secession.23
In response to the rise of secessionism, Houston said, “I cannot believe that we cannot
find at present more safety out of the Union.”24 He urged Texans to wait-and-see if the Lincoln
administration governed fairly. One of Sam Houston’s supporters during his campaign for
governor and perhaps an illuminating illustration of the complexity of Unionism and the reasons
it failed to prevent secession was Texas Senator James Webb Throckmorton from Collin County.
In comparison to Houston, Throckmorton was a fellow emigrant from Tennessee who adopted
Texas as his home state. He was a Democrat who campaigned against secession within his party.
By 1860, Throckmorton stood second only to Houston among the Unionists of Texas.25
Throckmorton’s contribution to combat secession in Texas was in the development of a political
party to combat the secessionist controlled Democrats who also controlled Texas politics.
Although this venture failed, the Union Party, as Throckmorton called it, was never able to gain
traction because many like-minded politicians were attached to their Democrat roots and chose
to wrestle control from the secessionists rather than start a new party.
Houston on the other hand, was nominated by the Constitutional Union Party as a
possible candidate for president. He was up against Tennessee Senator who also voted against
the Kansas-Nebraska Act, John Bell. Bell ended up winning the nomination. Houston proclaimed

22

Amelia W. Williams and Eugene C. Baker, eds., The Writings of Sam Houston, 1813-1863. 8 vols.
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1938-1943) (Cited hereafter as Writings), 8:145-60;
Wooster, Texas and Texans, 6.
23
Wooster, Texas and Texans, 7.
24
Williams and Baker, eds., Writings 8: 192-98; Wooster, Texas and Texans, 7.
25
Buenger, Secession and the Union in Texas, 62-63.
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that those who submitted his name for nomination did so without his permission and insisted that
if the people were to make the nomination then he would consider throwing his hat into the race
for presidency. It is a little muffled as to how the people were supposed to rise up and voice their
want for Houston to become president. Houston did not officially affiliate himself with neither
the Republican, Democrat, nor the Constitutional Union Party, so his election would have been
through write-in. Houston was comfortable in his political career at the time in the governors’
position in Texas and did not have any intentions of running for president at this time and he
chose the wait-and-see approach to the growing secession situation that was gaining momentum
across the South. Toward the end of 1860, waring addresses were made by Houston and
Secessionists on December 3, 1860, which resulted in a convention that discussed and voted in
favor of secession. As a result of the vote, a referendum was established state wide in February
of 1861 to decide if Texas would either stay in or leave the Union.
Early on in Houston’s career as governor he took a wait and see approach to the growing
secession situation. Throckmorton’s stance at that time tried to take an aggressive approach of
developing a new political party to combat secession. Throckmorton eventually conceded defeat
and attempted to combat secession from inside the Democratic Party, while Houston was on the
outside looking in. In the following chapters, Houston’s wait-and-see approach and
Throckmorton’s aggressive actions that would ultimately end in failure will set the prescience for
their duality and their self-serving behavior of putting their own interests ahead of the Union.
The road to the loss of Texas Unionism will be established through the lives of career politician
Unionists Sam Houston and James Webb Throckmorton. In the next chapter, a biographical look
at their lives as people and as career politicians will lay the ground work on these men’s vices,
political leanings, ambitions, aspirations, and motives for their decisions both in their personal

11

lives and in their political careers. In the third chapter, a detailed account of the Unionist
perspective of the Secession Convention of 1861 will be further analyzed with the actions of
Houston and Throckmorton during the convention and their decisions after the vote had been
lost. Their decisions following the secession vote and their actions during the Civil War will be
analyzed in the fourth chapter. In the concluding chapter, Throckmorton’s political career after
the war and during Reconstruction will be analyzed alongside the legacies left behind by both
Houston and Throckmorton.
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CHAPTER II
THE EXTRAORDINARY LIVES OF SAM HOUSTON AND JAMES WEBB
THROCKMORTON
It has been said that Sam Houston was born at the right time to win Texas her
independence and lead the Texas Republic into the Union, but he was born half a generation too
early to save that Union.1 The hero of San Jacinto was born on March 2, 1793, in Rockbridge
County, Virginia. He was one of eight children of Elizabeth Paxton and Samuel Houston. In his
youth his family moved to Blount County, Tennessee, after his father died in 1807, and here he
lived with the Cherokee for a time in 1809. At the age of eighteen, he left the Cherokee to
become a teacher in order to earn money to pay off debts. Houston would eventually serve in the
War of 1812, and was wounded by a Creek arrow in the groin at the Battle of Horseshoe Bend.
It was in the war where he developed a relationship with Gen. Andrew Jackson, and once the war
was over, he returned to Tennessee and participated in politics under the influence of Jackson.2
With his political leanings as a Jacksonian Democrat, he became governor of Tennessee
in 1827. He resigned from office and fled to live with the Cherokee again, however, this time in
the Arkansas Territory. Sam Houston came to Texas in the 1830s, and after he won Texas its
independence at the battle of San Jacinto on April 21, 1836, he became the first and third
presidents of the Republic of Texas. He was a leading supporter in Texas politics in advocating
annexation by the United States, and once this was achieved, he became a United States senator
in 1845. Sam Houston ran as a Democrat from 1846 to 1854. Once trouble in politics between
the pro-slavery southern Democrats and the northern anti-slavery wing of the party started to
become more pronounced, he switched political parties and declared himself a Constitutional

1
2

James L. Haley. Sam Houston. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2002), 375.
Ibid., 5, 7, 9, 14.
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Unionist. In 1859, Sam Houston became governor of Texas, and was governor during the
secession crisis of 1861.
Texas politician James Webb Throckmorton was born on February 1, 1825, at Sparta,
Tennessee, the son of Susan Jane Rotan and Dr. William Edward Throckmorton. Following his
mother’s death and his father’s remarriage, Dr. Throckmorton moved his family of eight children
to Texas in 1841, and lived in Collin County in North Texas. Within a year of moving to Texas
his father died and James Webb Throckmorton left Texas to study medicine with his uncle in
Kentucky. When the Mexican-American War broke out in 1846, Throckmorton returned to
Texas and volunteered for military service. 3 During the initial stages of the war, he served as a
private in Capt. Robert H. Taylor’s company of Col. John C. Hay’s First Regiment of Texas
Volunteers, but was on active duty for less than three months before being reassigned as an
assistant surgeon to Maj. Michael H. Chevallie’s Texas Rangers. Throckmorton was with Major
Chevallie’s company in the 1846 assault on Monterrey that included a frontal attack on
Federation Hill that gained control of the Saltillo road. In the months to come the company
fought Mexican guerillas and escorted supply wagons in northern Mexico. He served as either a
soldier or surgeon at Monterrey, Saltillo, and at the pivotal Battle of Buena Vista in February
1847, before being medically discharged on June 8, 1847. After the war he left Texas and
married Annie Rattan in her home state of Illinois, and soon after moved back to Texas to settle
in McKinney in central Collin County, where the couple had ten children. While living in
McKinney, Throckmorton opened his own medical practice but quickly grew unsatisfied with
being a doctor and switched careers to that of law. 4

3

Kenneth Wayne Howell. Texas Confederate, Reconstruction Governor: James Webb Throckmorton.
(College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2008), 7-24.
4
Ibid., 7-24.
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His interests soon turned to politics, and Throckmorton ran for office and served three
terms as a representative of Collin and Denton counties from 1851 to 1857. In 1857, he ran for
and won a seat in the Texas Senate. His personal politics derived from his Whig father, but once
the Whigs dissolved in the mid-1850s, Throckmorton joined the Democrats.5 Despite being a
Democrat in the 1857 gubernatorial election, Throckmorton supported Sam Houston and unionist
sentiment against state rights’ Democrat Hardin R. Runnels. Following Houston’s victory in
1859, he became a political advisor to the governor and an ally in attempting to combat the
growing secessionist sentiment in the state. Throckmorton attempted to organize a state Union
Party in Texas attracted few supporters, but it was largely ineffective as he watched helplessly as
the secession sentiments in Texas dominated the 1861 Secession Convention.6

7

James Webb Throckmorton.

According to Texas folklore, the hero of San Jacinto and the Texas Revolution, Sam
Houston, was arguably the most politically accomplished man in Texas history. Next to Stephean
F. Austin, Sam Houston is credited as being one of the founding fathers of Texas. Statues of
Houston can be found in Austin and in the Hall of Heroes at the Capitol in Washington, D. C.
5

Ibid.
Ibid., 51-55.
7
Photo taken from W.C. Nunn’s Ten more Texans in Gray.
6
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Houston’s political career did not begin in Texas, however, but in Tennessee under the
mentorship of former President Andrew Jackson. This “hero,” like many other powerful men
had his vices, and was involved in scandalous incidents. Sam Houston remains the only man to
ever become governor of two American states. In 1827, Houston became Governor of Tennessee
under the political banner of Jacksonianism, and resigned from office and relocated to the
Arkansas Territory in 1829. The circumstances surrounding his resignation and the collapse of
his first marriage led to rumors of alcoholism and infidelity. His first wife, Eliza Allen, was said
to have had an extra-marital affair and may have started the rumors of Houston’s problems with
alcohol. Although to be fair to Eliza Allen, it is a historical fact that Houston abused alcohol
before his marriage collapsed.8
If that was not enough, another incident happened a few years later. In 1832, in the House
of Representatives when Houston was in Washington D.C. on the behalf of the Cherokee, a
scandal erupted, only this time it was violent. Anti-Jacksonian Congressman William Stanbery of
Ohio openly slandered Houston to his face. Houston attempted to settle the dispute through
correspondence; but when no replies or apologies were made, Houston took to confronting
Stanbery personally. As the story goes, Houston confronted him about the smears on his
character on Pennsylvania Avenue and proceeded to beat him with a hickory cane which caused
severe bodily harm to Stanbery. It is said that in self-defense, Stanbery tried to shoot Houston but
the gun misfired. Houston was arrested and reprimanded on the floor of the House of
Representatives and lost a civil suit and was forced to pay five hundred dollars in damages.
Houston never paid the fine when he moved to Texas in December of 1832.9 His move to Texas
resulted in Houston willingly giving up his rights as an American citizen. After settling near
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Nacogdoches, Houston embraced his new state, although he did lead a movement for annexation
to the Union in 1845, yet in 1861 he chose the Union in the secession crisis. Even though he
fought secession and voiced his displeasure over secession he would not bear arms against his
beloved Texas. 10
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Seeing Houston as a romantic hero first began with the Battle of San Jacinto and the
capture of Mexican General Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna. It continued in 1836 when he
became the first president of the newly established Republic of Texas. Besides being known as
the “hero” of San Jacinto, he is also known by another nickname that is less flattering but telling,
“Big Drunk.” During his time with the Cherokee in the Indian Territory he married Tiana Rogers
a mixed race Cherokee, and they lived together for years, though he was legally married to Eliza
Allen, who he did not divorce until 1837. Consequently, his political detractors charged him with
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being a polygamist. A year later, Houston’s second wife; died of pneumonia. Their relationship,
however, had long been dissolved. Houston, forty-seven at the time, actually married for a third
time in 1840 to a twenty-one year old woman named Margaret Moffette Lea of Marion, Alabama
who came from a farming family. Together they had eight children, and Margaret is historically
credited with getting Houston to stop drinking, thus proving that Houston did in fact have an
issue with alcohol abuse. She was also successful in converting him from the Catholicism that
was necessary for his admittances to Texas under Mexico’s rule, to becoming a Baptist. His
violent actions, flip flopping of faith, and his multiple and not all legal marriages indicated that
he was not particularly religious. His lack of faith is not an issue, however. His behaviors and
actions in the above mentioned matters indicate that the romantic rhetoric of this Texan hero that
is kept alive through folklore and hero worship gives people unrealistic perceptions of this
deeply flawed yet accomplished man.12
In addition to his character flaws, it is imperative for us to remember that Sam Houston
was a career politician. In a letter to Andrew Jackson concerning Texas and his loyalties, Sam
Houston expressed that, “It is probable I may make Texas my abiding place, and in adopting this
course I will never forget the Country of my birth.”13 The sentiment exhibited in this quote lasted
since he was a defender of the Union abiding by the constitution, and vehemently opposed
secession. This response underestimated Houston’s future attachment to Texas, and did not
reflect Houston’s commitment to Texas and the South. Houston was faced with the dilemma of
choosing between the loyalties he felt for his country of birth, his attachment to his southern
roots, and his beloved Texas. He had this to say in regards to joining the Confederacy: “To
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secede from the Union and set up another government would cause war. If you go to war with
the United States, you will never conquer her, as she has the money and the men. If she does not
whip you by guns, powder, and steel, she will starve you to death. It will take the flower of the
country, the young men.”14 In the end, he decided to sit out the Civil War and not support either
side. Essentially he chose the wait-and-see approach to the war which left himself open to be
criticism as a “fence sitter.”15
From Houston’s wait-and-see approach his intentions can be interpreted as wanting to
wait out the war and see who came out on top, so that he could adjust and make overtures toward
the victors. All this would make sense for a politically savvy career politician. An inherent flaw
with this logic stems from him being alienated politically from the secessionists. There is little
doubt that Sam Houston believed the Union was going to win the war. He once said: “Let me tell
you what is coming. After the sacrifice of countless millions of treasure and hundreds of
thousands of lives you may win Southern independence, but I doubt it. The North is determined
to preserve this Union. They are not a fiery, impulsive people as you are, for they live in colder
climates. But when they begin to move in a given direction, they move with the steady
momentum and perseverance of a mighty avalanche.”16 The implications of this helps add weight
to the theory behind Houston’s lack of action. It would also explain why he refused help from
President Abraham Lincoln, according to Texas legend, for he did not want to bear arms against
the Union and if defeated, he would not have a leg to stand on politically. It was better for him to
do nothing. That way even if the Confederacy achieved independence, he would be able to retain
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his integrity for not faltering in his beliefs on disagreeing with secession, yet remained loyal to
Texas by not aiding the Union. Rumors abounded in 1861 that Houston, though ailing and aged,
harbored plans to run again for governor once the war was over.17 His political prowess was
aided by his political ambitions.
During the secession crisis in 1860-1861, Sam Houston’s political ambitions reached the
highest political seat a man can achieve, when he clearly, once again, aspired to become
president under the Constitutional Union Party. In fact, because of his staunch Unionism,
Houston was nearly nominated for the presidency in May 1860 at the National Union Party
convention in Baltimore, but narrowly lost to John Bell of Tennessee. His possible candidacy
received favorable mention by people in many regions of the nation who longed to prevent
sectional strife.18 At the same time, Sam Houston prompted an alternative to secession in Texas.
Instead of joining the Confederacy, Texas should go back to being the independent Republic of
Texas. The political undertones of this option quite obviously hints at his political ambitions as
the likely candidate to become President of the Republic of Texas for what would have been a
third time. Houston’s political savvy and know how contributed to his impressive political career
which indicates that although he cared for both the Union and Texas, his personal stake as a
leader, or perhaps “the” leader of Texas, indicates that he valued his political position in Texas
over his commitment to the Union.
The average Texan has at least heard of Sam Houston but, James Webb Throckmorton is
not a Texas household name. Although Throckmorton was not as famous as Sam Houston, or
even other Texas leaders, this Texan politician managed an impressive career in Texas politics.
By the end of his life, Throckmorton had served as a state representative and senator, governor of
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Texas, and a member of the United States Congress. In fact, between 1850 and 1894,
Throckmorton’s political reputation and name recognition among Texans equaled that of other
noted individuals such as Sam Houston, yet he has remained, despite a recent biography, a
neglected figure in Texas history.19 James Webb Throckmorton moved to Texas in April of
1841, and, like Sam Houston, he gave up his American citizenship, if only for a brief time until
Texas joined the Union.
Throughout his life, four primary factors influenced Throckmorton’s political career: his
experience of living within a frontier culture; his embrace of conservative Whig political
ideology; his belief in white supremacy; and his desire to stimulate economic development in
North Texas.20 As previously mentioned, Throckmorton’s personal politics derived from his
Whig father, but once the Whigs dissolved in mid 1850s, James Webb Throckmorton chose to be
a Democrat.21 However, despite choosing to be a Democrat, in the 1857 gubernatorial election
Throckmorton supported and was a political advisor to Houston and they became allies against
secession. Throckmorton working with Sam Houston, a Jacksonian, is also suspect due to his
Whig Party roots and beliefs. From historical political perspectives these parties opposed one
another. Unionism seems to be the common thread that brought these two men together. This is
surprising since the Democrats were at the opposite end of the political spectrum. His reasoning
behind siding against fellow Democrat Gov. Hardin Runnels, a devout Secessionist, was because
the Runnels administration advocated for the revival of the African slave trade, favored
filibustering activities in Latin America, and supported secession.22
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Despite their solidarity against secession, Houston and Throckmorton’s political
ideologies and political stances on certain issues are not only different, but they have different
priorities as well. Essentially, this alliance against secession was being held together with old
line Whigs and conservatives who had their own interests.23 Houston’s political sentiments lie
with the preservation of the Union thorough the Constitution. His political philosophy, in his
own words, is outlined as such: “I have ever been opposed to banks, opposed to internal
improvements by the general government, opposed to distribution of public lands among the
states, opposed to taking power from the hands of the people, opposed to special monopolies,
opposed to a protective tariff, opposed to a latitudinal construction of the constitution, opposed to
slavery agitation and disunion. This is my democracy.”24 His primary focus was keeping Texas
in the Union.25
Throckmorton’s political sentiments were in favor of the Union preserving the
Constitution, and opposition to both Abolitionists and Secessionists.26 Throckmorton was against
the reopening of the slave trade and, as argued by Unionists, was fearful slaveholders would
become a majority in the Confederacy.27 Texas was a state that did not depend heavily on
slavery. In fact, it had other economic ventures such as edible crops and livestock, so joining the
slave-owning majority would put them as a political minority within the Confederacy.
Throckmorton’s official political leanings are as follows: “Congress should have the power to
protect slave property in the territories, the slave trade should not be reopened, the states should
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have the right of local self-government, filibustering should not be tolerated, and federal aid to
the construction of the Pacific Railroad should be encouraged.”28
Both Throckmorton and Houston agreed that railroad development was vital to the
frontier and future of the Texas economy.29 A major difference is in their political ideologies and
leanings relating to the frontier. Houston lived with the Cherokee on two separate occasions and
even represented them in Washington, D.C., and he pursed a policy of respect and justice toward
them. Yet he was firm in the belief that the frontier should be protected and as governor he
ordered the Texas Rangers to pursue and punish Native American raiders.30 Throckmorton’s
priorities lay with the protection of the north and northwestern frontiers. The northern and
northwestern frontiers had experienced a history of attacks and raids from the Comanche, so
Throckmorton’s views on Native Americans is one of hostility in comparison to those of
Houston. In fact, in regards to the protection of the northern and northwestern frontiers, he had
this to say: “All the aid in our power towards removing the Indians North of the Red River . . .
the protection of [Texas settlers] their homes, their firesides and their families, from depredations
of the savages.”31
In addition, Houston was sympathetic to the idea of protecting the frontier yet he devoted
much attention to the Rio Grande frontier. Houston was concerned with the growing tensions on
the border and the eruption of the Cortina War in the lower Rio Grande Valley in 1859. Since the
Mexican-American War, Houston wanted to expand the borders and claim a large part of
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northeastern Mexico all the way to Monterrey and the Sierra Madre.32 These men had different
primary focuses and goals politically, but managed to work together to oppose secession.
Some of Throckmorton’s accomplishments in working with Houston include his
influence in several northern counties in Texas to vote against disunion in the referendum on
secession. While campaigning against secession in early 1861, Throckmorton and his friends
were influential in Collin County, and the neighboring counties of Jack, Montague, Cooke,
Grayson, Fannin, and Lamar. In addition, the Unionists in North Texas gained forty percent or
more of the votes in Wise, Denton, Hunt, Red River, and Titus counties.33 Historically, these
northern Texas settlers immigrated from mostly the Mid-West, and as a result they did not
possess many slaves unlike settlers in East Texas who emigrated from the Deep South. These
facts draws into question what political motives, ambitions, and aspirations Throckmorton may
have had since he made a commendable effort in campaigning against secession but ended up
swearing an oath to the Confederacy and taking up arms against the Union, instead of adapting a
wait and see attitude like Sam Houston, or joining the Union Army, as did men such as Edmund
J. Davis, John L. Haynes, and James P. Newcomb.
In a letter to his friend Benjamin H. Epperson on January 19, 1862, Throckmorton
explained his decision to take the oath to the Confederacy: “Reason had become dethroned in the
North and was not very stable in the South, success with the Black Republicans would make us
hewers of wood and drawers of water and whilist I had as ardent an attachment for the old
Government as any man living . . . I would not consent to reunite with the north . . . the struggle
is over with me, we had better separate our interests, pursuits and habits are too diversified ever
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to be made to harmonize.”34 In 1861, Throckmorton enlisted in the 11th Texas Cavalry to defend
North Texas from both Native American raids and possible Union invasion. Since Texas was
relatively safe from Union attacks, the main concern of the men on the frontier was to protect
their homes against Native Americans, particularly the Comanches. After the dissolution of the
company in August, Throckmorton joined the 6th Texas Cavalry, participating in the battles at
Chustennallah and Pea Ridge in Arkansas. It was the fear of Native Americans that
Throckmorton helped organize the 2nd Texas Partisan Rangers to defend North Texas in
February 1863.35 He successfully negotiated a number of treaties with tribes on the frontier, such
as the Comanche, who nicknamed him "Old Leathercoat."36
An incident occurred while Throckmorton was in Grayson County during the war that
would reverberate throughout the state and the country. In the Gainesville hangings in October of
1862, over forty men were hanged due to their political involvement in the Peace Party which
opposed the Confederacy. Throckmorton, who had risen to the rank of brigadier general by this
time, managed to save sixteen men out of twenty-one arrested in Sherman in Grayson County by
exercising his acclaim and authority.37 Both Throckmorton and Houston’s involvement in the
Civil War ended in the same year but for different reasons. Sam Houston died on July 26, 1863,
at his home in Huntsville in the company of his wife. It is said that his last words expressed his
worries over the fate of Texas. He said, “Texas Margaret . . . Texas . . . .”38 Throckmorton, on the
other hand, left military service due to issues with his kidneys on September 12, 1863.
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After the Civil War, Throckmorton became chairman of the Constitutional Convention of
1866. Texas politicians following the Civil War were divided into three factions: Old
Secessionists, (many of whom had been in power before the war), Conservative Unionists, and
Radical Unionists. Throckmorton himself falls under the Conservative Unionist category. He
gained the support from the Secessionists and the Conservative Union men due to his military
service in the Confederacy and his initial protest of secession. He presided over the writing of a
new state constitution that gave limited civil rights to African Americans (they still could not
vote) and refused to take action on the Thirteenth Amendment, arguing that the abolition of
slavery was already law.40 His racism became more apparent when he was removed from office
when clashing with Gen. Charles Griffin who demanded the governor provide more protection
for African-American citizens of Texas and publicly support Radical Republican policies.
Throckmorton refused, stating that he had done all he could, given the powers of his office, and
that his state did not support the Fourteenth Amendment so he, as its governor, could not.41
The possible reasons for his refusal to comply with the Radical Republicans, Freedman’s
Bureau, and military personnel, can be attributed to his political motives and ambitions. He had
two-thirds of the support of the political groups, the Conservative Unionists and Secessionists,
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while he was governor. It is likely that he did not want to lose the support of these groups and
was willing to continue to clash with the Radical Republicans and the military. Despite being
ousted as governor by the Radical Republicans who were in control of the government, it seemed
to be a good move politically because his convictions and loyalties to the wishes of the
Secessionists and Conservative Unionists earned him a seat in Congress in 1874 and 1876, and
again in 1882 and 1886. Between his second terms in Congress in 1878, Throckmorton made a
bid for the governor’s seat, but lost at the Democratic convention. He had planned to run again in
1892, but recurring kidney problems and a nasty fall grievously injured him in 1894, preventing
him from running. He died on April 21, 1894 in McKinney and was buried in Pecan Grove
Cemetery.
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With the accomplished and impressive Texan political careers of both Sam Houston and
James Webb Throckmorton, it is apparent that these career politicians had political aspirations,
ambitions, and motives for their choices and actions, both before the secession crisis and after
Texas seceded from the Union. Their struggles to keep Texas in the Union were motivated by
personal beliefs and political aspirations, judging from their actions after Texas secession passed.
They ultimately betrayed the Union by refusing to take up arms against the Confederacy, and in
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Throckmorton’s case, he took up arms against the Union in defense of Texas while Houston, too
old to actually serve in the military, publicly supported the Confederacy during the war. These
actions proves that these men’s loyalty to the Union had its limits. Throckmorton’s Unionism
was dependent on the benefits the Union brought to North Texas whereas, Houston played both
sides and took a neutral approach during the war neither condemning the Confederacy nor the
Union. These men were not perfect, even in their careers as politicians; they made mistakes and
lost elections. Taking the blinders off these famous Texans is imperative to both historical
scholarship and to peoples’ general knowledge of the individual. James Webb Throckmorton
was an accomplished Texas politician, and should be featured in Texas history classes across the
state because of his bravery in a time of crisis. What follows is an objective analysis of both
men’s roles in the Secession Crisis and the Civil War.
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CHAPTER III
WHEN REBELS HISS
His words at the Secession Convention still echo across the Lone Star State today: “Mr.
President, when the rabble hiss, well may patriots tremble.”1 Throckmorton’s words were in
response to jeering and hoots against delegates who voted no to secession at the convention. As
governor from 1859 to 1861, Houston loudly opposed all threats to the Union. When Texans
called for secession, he wrote his son, saying, “The price of liberty is blood, and if an attempt is
made to destroy our Union, or violate our Constitution, there will be blood shed to maintain
them. The Demons of anarchy must be put down and destroyed. The miserable Demagogues and
Traitors of the land, must be silenced, and set at naught.”2 Secessionists were faced with the
issue of legitimizing secession.
The solution was to call a Secession Convention. Initiated by Judge O. M. Roberts and
other like-minded figures, they sought legitimacy through the state legislature. On or about
January 8, 1861, the first step in the process of legitimizing secession occurred through the
election of delegates to take part in a Secession Convention, which took place at the capital in
Austin. The result was that 92 out of 122 counties selected delegates to the convention.3 Most
Unionist advocates protested the legality of the convention on principle and refused to take part
in the vote for delegates and in the convention.
Governor Houston, in particular, was against the formation of a secession convention and
attempted to delay it in order to calm the rise in secessionist sentiments. His efforts were in vain
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due to a special meeting in the state legislature on January 21, 1861, where he had hoped to gain
time to thwart the rise of secession. In this meeting, Houston argued vehemently against
secession. He also argued the need for better defense against Native American attacks on the
southern and western frontier and advised the legislators to help him organize a convention of
southern states that could work cooperatively to insure their rights within the Union.4 During
this meeting, the secessionists took the opportunity to approve the Secession Convention. It was
validated for both the election of delegates and the convention to be held on January 28 by the
Senate and the House of Representatives. Once it became obvious the convention would meet,
Houston had this to say about whatever the decision would be: “I can assure you, gentlemen that
whatever will conduce to the welfare of our people will have my warmest and most fervent
wishes, and when the voice of the people of Texas has been declared through the ballot box, no
citizen will be more ready to yield obedience to its will or risk his all in its defense than myself.
Their fate is my fate. Their fortune is my fortune. Their destiny my destiny, be it prosperity or
gloom, as of old I am with my country.”5 The voting either for or against secession occurred the
next day.
Out of the 174 delegates at the Texas Secession Convention in Austin on February 1,
1861, only seven delegates voted against secession. After seventy delegates in a row voted yes to
secession, the first no was by Thomas P. Hughes of Williamson County. After three more ayes to
secession votes, another no was given by William H. Johnson of Lamar County. The next name
in the roll call was a representative from Titus County named Joshua Johnson, and he voted no
also. There were another sixty-four ayes to secession votes cast until the next delegate, A. P.
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Shuford of Wood County, voted no. The next eight delegates after continued to vote in favor of
secession until one man decided to not only cast his vote as no but openly speak out against
secession.
Of seven delegates who voted no, the next one to voice his disapproval was James Webb
Throckmorton of Collin County. He rose to address the convention, saying: “Mr. President, in
view of the responsibility, in the presence of God and my country and unawed by the wild spirit
of revolution around me, I vote no.” It is after this memorable and rousing speech that Unionists
in the audience found their voices and rallied around Throckmorton and cheered.6 The Unionists
were a very small minority in attendance, and when Throckmorton silenced the pro-secession
contingent, the Unionists rallied behind him and his rhetoric. After order was restored, two other
delegates, L.H. Williams and George W. Wright, both delegates from Lamar County, voted no. It
took courage and conviction of his beliefs to not only vote no but to address a hostile crowd. It
was here at the secession convention that Throckmorton’s leadership abilities within a crisis
were beginning to shine through with his aggressive outspoken behavior. He was a prominent
figure in northern Texas politics, but it was his actions at the Secession Convention that put him
in the political limelight throughout the state as a Unionist. He said at the end of the convention
when the vote was overwhelmingly for secession: “While my judgement dictates to me that we
are not justified by the surroundings or the occasion, a majority of the people have declared in
favor of secession; the die is cast; the step has been taken and regardless of consequences I
expect and intend to share the fortunes of my friends and neighbors.”7 The majority vote in favor
of secession made it clear that it was the beginning of the end for Texan Unionists. However,
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Texan Unionists were far from conceding defeat, and continued to work against secession
sentiment by addressing the citizens of Texas.
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Once the convention was over an ordinance detailing the grievances held by Secessionists
wrote a declaration of the reasons behind their decision to secede from the Union. According to
the “Declaration of Causes,” written on February 2, 1861, which detailed the reasons and listed
the grievances with the Union, its intention was to justify Texas secession. Their stance on
slavery, the political divide, sectionalism, and their grievances with the Union on these subjects
are as follows:
In all the non-slave-holding States, in violation of that good faith
and comity which should exist between entirely distinct nations,
the people have formed themselves into a great sectional party,
now strong enough in numbers to control the affairs of each of
those States, based upon the unnatural feeling of hostility to these
Southern States and their beneficent and patriarchal system of
African slavery, proclaiming the debasing doctrine of the equality
of all men, irrespective of race or color--a doctrine at war with
nature, in opposition to the experience of mankind, and in violation
of the plainest revelations of the Divine Law. They demand the
abolition of Negro slavery throughout the Confederacy, the
recognition of political equality between the white and the Negro
races, and avow their determination to press on their crusade
against us, so long as a Negro slave remains in these States.9
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Texans firmly believed that the Union was sectional divided by North and South through not
only politics, but by way of life as well. Southerners considered the institution of slavery as an
integral way of life by not only economic means but as a social status as well. Southerners
justified the institution of slavery by use of religion claiming that the Bible allowed them the
right to have slaves. These white Texans were offended by the very idea that black men should
be regarded as equal to them. The issue of slavery in the South was further examined by what
southerners claimed as a violation of their constitutional rights.
In the “Declaration of Causes,” Texans list specific states that have violated the South’s
constitutional rights. It reads as follows, “The States of Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire,
Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Wisconsin, Michigan
and Iowa, by solemn legislative enactments, have deliberately, directly or indirectly violated the
3rd clause of the 2nd section of the 4th article of the federal constitution, and laws passed in
pursuance thereof. . . .”10 The article in question the accused states above are violating were the
fugitive slave laws. Texans continued to voice their grievances of the article being abused by
listing specific infractions that the Republican Abolitionists committed against the slaveholding
South by stating:

They have for years past encouraged and sustained lawless
organizations to steal our slaves and prevent their recapture, and
have repeatedly murdered Southern citizens while lawfully seeking
their rendition. They have invaded Southern soil and murdered
unoffending citizens, and through the press their leading men and a
fanatical pulpit have bestowed praise upon the actors and assassins
in these crimes, while the governors of several of their States have
refused to deliver parties implicated and indicted for participation
in such offences, upon the legal demands of the States aggrieved.
They have, through the mails and hired emissaries, sent seditious
pamphlets and papers among us to stir up servile insurrection and
bring blood and carnage to our firesides. They have sent hired
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emissaries among us to burn our towns and distribute arms and
poison to our slaves for the same purpose.11
Southerners were correct in that the Republican Abolitionists had infringed on the fugitive slave
laws. Northern Abolitionists had encouraged southern slaves to flee and set up avenues to help
them escape. The Underground Railroad, for example, was an institution developed by
abolitionists to assist runaway slaves.
Other factors listed in the Declaration Causes, entail the issues with Kansas and the lack
of protection of the Texas frontier. Regarding Kansas, Texans who participated in writing the
Declaration Causes wrote this:
By the disloyalty of the Northern States and their citizens and the
imbecility of the Federal Government, infamous combinations of
incendiaries and outlaws have been permitted in those States and
the common territory of Kansas to trample upon the federal laws,
to war upon the lives and property of Southern citizens in that
territory, and finally, by violence and mob law, to usurp the
possession of the same as exclusively the property of the Northern
States.12
This section entails Texan frustration and fear over the conflict between the free-soilers and slave
owners in Kansas, the conflict known as “Bleeding Kansas.” Texans blamed Abolitionists for the
conflict in Kansas. The conflict arose from the Kansas-Nebraska Act where popular sovereignty
would decide if Kansas would be a free or slave state. Texans were outraged over the
Abolitionist plot that organized and funded thousands of settlers to ensure Kansas be a free state.
The direct action of Abolitionists attempting to influence and stack the deck, so to speak,
alarmed pro-slavery Texans due to the previously mentioned influx of settlers in Texas
population since Texas was admitted to the Union. Texans were also worried that the bloody
conflict would bleed into Texas as well which leads to Texans issues with the frontier. Texans
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believed that even the frontier was threatened by those who wanted to end slavery if abolitionists
released either Kansas ruffians or vicious Native Americans on northwest Texas.13
The Union’s failure to provide proper protection of the Texas frontier were expressed by
those who wrote the “Declaration Causes.” They had this to say:
The Federal Government, while but partially under the control of
these our unnatural and sectional enemies, has for years almost
entirely failed to protect the lives and property of the people of
Texas against the Indian savages on our border, and more recently
against the murderous forays of banditti from the neighboring
territory of Mexico; and when our State government has expended
large amounts for such purpose, the Federal Government has
refused reimbursement therefor, thus rendering our condition more
insecure and harassing than it was during the existence of the
Republic of Texas.14
Texas had issues with both the north, northwestern, and southern frontiers. In the north and
northwestern frontier, attacks from Native Americans and fears of free-soilers inhabiting Texas
plagued the minds of the settlers. The southern frontier had issues as well, specifically with
Mexican bandits and outlaws, most notably Juan Cortina. These issues on the frontiers caused
civil unrest, death, and loss of property making life difficult for Texas settlers. One of the key
reasons behind Texans overwhelming vote to enter the Union was the prospect of gaining federal
protection for the frontier from these attacks. The perceived failure of the United States Army to
provide protection for the Texas frontier was one of the main reasons Texans were losing faith in
the Union.
Secessionist Texans were not only against the abolition of slavery for economic needs,
but were against blacks having a place in their white society. To put it simply, they were racist.
In the Declaration Causes, Texans who participated in the creation of this document had this to
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say about blacks and equality: “We hold as undeniable truths that the governments of the various
States, and of the confederacy itself, were established exclusively by the white race, for
themselves and their posterity; that the African race had no agency in their establishment; that
they were rightfully held and regarded as an inferior and dependent race, and in that condition
only could their existence in this country be rendered beneficial or tolerable.”15 John Salmon
“Rip” Ford, Texas Ranger, summed up most Texans’ attitudes toward slavery when he said,
“The assumption in the Declaration of Independence that all men are created equal was not
intended to include the African race.”16 Charles De Morse, editor of the Clarksville Standard,
echoed the common southern lament that it was the master who bore all the responsibilities and
burdens of life, while the slave lived a happy and carefree existence.17 John Marshall’s Texas
State Gazette, expressed the concern that their society would be changed and threatened as a
result of abolition. It read, “The black man would of course be set free and like all emancipated
African slaves would prey, an idle, filthy, vicious, and worthless class upon the industrious white
population.”18 Texans were not interested in freeing slaves and were opposed to giving them
citizenship. Most slave owners viewed blacks as property and not people. White Texans were
concerned about safeguarding their way of life as well as their economic assets. They did not
want black men to be on the same level as them politically and socially. They genuinely saw
black men as inferior to them.
Southern white men dreamed of territorial as well as economic expansion. During the
Republic, discussions on expansion stretching from the Gulf of Mexico to the Pacific Ocean
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were explored in Texas. White Texans also shared the southern illusions of expansion in the
Caribbean and Latin America.19 John Marshall, editor of the Austin Texas State Gazette and
chairman of the state’s Democratic Party, claimed that Manifest Destiny was closely linked to
southern nationalism.20 R.W. Loughery expressed the hopes of a slave empire in Texas in the
Texas Republican. He wrote, “Texas is destined to become the recipient of most of the slave
population of her sister States of the South.”21 Many Texans envisioned becoming a slaveholding
empire and a threat to slavery was inhibiting the destiny of Texas and could not be allowed.
The Unionist defeat at the Secession Convention was not the end of their efforts to
combat secessionist sentiment. The Unionists continued to effectively campaign in some areas
during February 1861. In the northern counties, especially those bordering the Red River,
Throckmorton, his friend and confidant Benjamin H. Epperson, and other prominent men toured
these counties. Epperson was a lawyer from East Texas, one of the wealthiest men in the state,
and a former leader of the disbanded Texas Whig Party in the early 1850s.22 The Unionists made
speeches and talked with their friends in order to raise support against secession. Throckmorton
was one of a group of Unionists who spoke at Buass Hall in Austin on February 9, the same day
Houston delivered the Proclamation Ordinance of Secession, denouncing secession.23 Letters and
editorials in support of the Union were published in local newspapers. They expressed the points
made in the “Address to the Citizens of Texas.”
Twenty-four state legislators or delegates to the Secession Convention signed this address
and it was published on February 6th. Among them were Throckmorton and Ben H. Epperson.
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The address began by conceding that the North and South had difficulties, but its authors insisted
these difficulties could be solved by amendments to the Constitution. They lauded the
Constitution by citing the flexibility and advocating its wisdom from the founding fathers in the
creation of the document that could be altered by the changing times. They presented the idea of
secession as a revolutionary conspiracy and painted South Carolina as a villain that was leading
others astray. They argued that planter-aristocrats who ignored the wishes of their people ruled
South Carolina. Pointing out that these planters sought their own self-interest such as bringing
about the end of tariffs, and preservation of chattel slavery that was vital to their economic,
political, and social dominance. Unionists argued that secession would result in an increase of
taxes and an expensive and long war that would be disastrous for all Texans, slaveholder and
non-slaveholder alike. Authors of the “Address” called for voters of Texas to be reasonable and
conservative which could not be made in less than a month’s time.24
Throckmorton’s involvement in the “Address” indicated that his objections to disunion
were affected by the political majority the slave-owning planter class would have in comparison
to the still developing North Texas. Throckmorton’s political goals were closely linked with the
development of North Texas and both the political and economic position at a disadvantage was
unacceptable. In addition, they added a special argument that secession would remove
protection from the north and northwestern frontiers and leave the citizens open to Native
American attack. Frontier defense was another primary issue for Throckmorton. North Texas in
particular, was susceptible to Native American attacks which made Throckmorton’s commitment
to keep Texas in the Union necessary due to the worry that Texas did not have the resources to
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properly protect the frontier. North Texas was not the only area where Unionism seemed to
prevail.
Unionists were campaigning against secession sentiment in the Austin-San Antonio area
and in the Hill County where there were large number of German immigrants. The old
Opposition Party leaders, such as Sam Houston, Elisha Marshall Pease, James P. Newcomb, and
other Unionists were operating in this area. Pease was a former governor from 1853 to 1857 and
a appointed governor of Texas after the Civil War. He, like Houston, sat out and waited for the
war to be over. Newcomb was an uncompromising Unionist and the editor of the San Antonio
Alamo Express. These men reiterated their devotion to the Union and argued particularly in San
Antonio that the army played a large part in their local economy.25 Houston toured Texas while
giving speeches denouncing secession. He visited and spoke to large audiences in Austin, Waco,
Gilmer, Galveston, and other places. At Waco there was a disposition on the part of some to
deny him the privilege of speaking, but he was supported by many of his old comrades.
However, the speech was received with much resentment that his friends hastened his departure.
During the campaign in Gilmer, which is in Upshur County in Northeast Texas, it was said that
his speech was masterful. Houston later spoke of an incident regarding the negative reactions
amongst young women toward his anti-secession speech when he said, “that before their
sweethearts returned from the impeding war, [if they didn’t perish in the war], the valleys of the
South will run with blood.”26 While Throckmorton toured sympathetic North Texas, Houston
took on hostile crowds. Houston put himself in the line of fire when he voiced his anti-secession
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rhetoric. His aggressive stance against secession took a completely different direction once the
vote was completed.
On February 16, Gen. David E. Twiggs surrendered Federal troops in the Department of
Texas, to Benjamin McCulloch in San Antonio. On February 19, he gave a speech from the
balcony of the Tremont Hotel in Galveston urging voters not to make a hasty decision that could
bring ruin to Texas.27 All their admirable efforts would be for naught. By the end of the month,
Houston was resigned to the fate of Texas. He said in a letter written before the referendum on
February 20:
You say that it is reported that I am for secession. Ask those who
say so to point to a single word of mine authorizing the statement. I
have declared myself in favor of peace, of harmony, of
compromise, in order to obtain a fair expression of the will of the
people. I yield the same spirit that actuated Andrew Jackson in
paying the fine arbitrarily imposed upon him at New Orleans. I am
determined that those who would overthrow the law shall not learn
the lesson from me. I still believe that secession will bring ruin and
civil war. Yet if the people will it, I can bear it with them. I would
fain not be declared an alien to my native home in old Virginia,
and to the scenes of my early toil and triumph in noble Tennessee.
I would not of my own choice give up the banner beneath which I
have fought, the Constitution which I have revered, or the Union
which I have cherished as the glorious heritage bequeathed to me
by my fathers. Sixty-seven years of freedom, the recollections of
past triumphs, and past sufferings, the memories of heroes whom I
have seen and known, and whose venerated shades would haunt
my footsteps were I to falter now, may, perhaps, have made me too
devoted to the Constitution and to the Union, but be it so. Did I
believe that liberty and the rights of the South demanded the
sacrifice? I would not hesitate. I believe that far less concession
than made to form the Constitution would now preserve it. Thus
believing I cannot vote for secession.28
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Houston made it clear that he was against secession, however, in the same breath his Unionism is
linked to Andrew Jackson and his southern roots. It was no secret that Democrats had moved
away from Jacksonian Democracy and the slave-owning plantation politicians took over the
Democratic Party. Houston’s attachment to the Union stems from sentimentality of the American
Revolution and the founding fathers. His connection to his southern roots and especially Texas
would prove to be stronger than his sentiments and commitment to the Union.
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On February 23, 1861, campaigning across the state ended and Texans voted either for or
against secession. Secession was heartily endorsed by a vote of 46, 153 to 14,747.32 It was
ratified on March 2. Ironically, the date coincided with the date of Texas Independence. The
secession referendum was defeated in only eighteen counties, and in only eleven others did forty
percent or more of the voters vote against secession. With the exception of Angelina County in
East Texas, the counties that voted against secession were in areas where Unionists campaigned
heavily. Throckmorton and his friends had done their job well in Collin County, and in the
neighboring counties of Cooke, Grayson, and Fannin. In addition, the surrounding counties of
Lamar, Montague, and Jack all voted fifty percent or more against secession, and in Wise,
Denton, Hunt, Van Zandt, Red River, and Titus counties, the vote was at least forty percent
against secession.33
In the Austin-San Antonio area, Travis, Williamson, Burnet, Bastrop, Blanco, and
Fayette all voted against secession. The Unionists nearly pulled off a victory in Bexar, Bandera,
Kerr, Hays, and Lampasas counties where they carried at least forty percent of the vote. 34 The
complete list and total votes cast for and against secession in the counties that voted at least fifty
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and forty percent of the vote are displayed below in a map of Texas counties and in two tables of
numerical data detailing the number of votes cast per county. The German-Texan Hill Country
counties of Mason, Gillespie, along with the counties of Uvalde, and Medina, also voted against
secession. In addition, in resent scholarship evidence arose that Maverick County also voted
against secession. Their votes were not included into the tally certification because they arrived
late, but due to the large margin of victory for secession, in other parts of the state, their votes
were of little help.35 The people of Texas had spoken and by an overwhelmingly large margin
voted to secede from the Union.
TABLE 1
COUNTIES VOTED AT LEAST 50% AGAINST
For:
Against: Total Votes:
COUNTY:
139
184
323
ANGELINA
335
352
687
BASTROP
86
170
256
BLANCO
159
248
407
BURNET
405
948
1,353
COLLIN
137
221
358
COOKE
471
656
1,127
FANNIN
580
626
1,206
FAYETTE
16
398
414
GILLESPIE
463
901
1,364
GRAYSON
14
76
90
JACK
553
663
1,216
LAMAR
2
75
77
MASON
140
207
347
MEDINA
50
86
136
MONTAGUE
450
704
1,154
TRAVIS
16
76
92
UVALDE
480
829
WILLIAMSON 349
4,365
7,071
11,436
TOTALS:
36
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COUNTY:
BANDERA
BEXAR
DENTON
HAYS
HUNT
KERR
LAMPASAS
RED RIVER
TITUS
VAN ZANDT
WISE
TOTALS:

TABLE 2
COUNTIES VOTED AT LEAST 40% AGAINST
For:
Against:
33
32
827
709
331
256
166
115
416
339
76
57
85
75
347
284
411
275
181
127
76
78
2,949
2,347

Total Votes:
65
1,536
587
281
755
133
160
631
686
308
154
5,296
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Shortly after the victorious secession vote, Governor Houston received a note from the
Lincoln administration. In a letter published in The Civilian and Galveston Gazette on September
16, 1861, when the Civil War was looming, Houston boasted that he had been, “tendered the aid
of seventy thousand men and means to sustain myself in Texas by adhering to the Union.”39 In
the secret letter, Lincoln suggested that if Houston wished to organize a resistance group within
the state, the president would provide military support. In response to the letter, Houston called
on his advisors to help him make a decision. One of these men was James Webb Throckmorton.
Throckmorton argued against taking action, concluding that the young state might not survive a
civil war within its borders. It is interesting to note that Throckmorton’s closest confidant, Ben
H. Epperson, was also at the meeting, but he was one of the few who urged Houston to take
Lincoln up on his offer. Houston took Throckmorton’s advice to heart but had this to say, “But if
I were twenty years younger I would accept Mr. Lincoln’s proposition.”40
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There was much speculation attached to the secret letter that Lincoln sent Houston. In
other narratives the number of troops offered varies, but the outcome is always the same. There
is much debate among historians as to the validity of the letter’s existence. If Houston; did
indeed receive a letter from Lincoln offering aid and he declined military assistance to keep
Texas in the Union, then Houston betrayed the Union. Besides hearsay, and the article in the
Galveston newspaper where Houston confirms its existence, there is no solid evidence that this
letter existed. To combat the skeptics of the letter and the secret meeting, there are accounts that
survived. Witnesses, such as future Texas governor Charles A. Culberson, claim that after
Houston declared that he would not bring war to his beloved Texas, he cast the letter into the fire
and burned the evidence.41 This Lincoln letter has now become part of Texas myth. The archival
evidence documented from witnesses who claimed the event took place opened a new door of
analysis and critique of Houston’s actions during the secession crisis. Operating on the belief that
this event actually occurred, it is apparent that Houston’s loyalties to the preservation of Texas
outweighed his commitment to keeping Texas in the Union. Despite Houston’s venomous
protests against secession, his refusal of Lincoln’s offer of military aid to keep Texas in the
Union validates Houston’s claims of loyalty to Texas over the Union. This event also gives
insight to Throckmorton’s views of the secret letter as well. His advice to refuse Lincoln’s offer
due to his worry it would cause a war that would devastate the state indicates that Throckmorton
also chose his loyalty to his adopted state rather than his commitment to the Union. His views on
the matter clearly display that his loyalty to Texas was more important to him than his
convictions against secession.
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In the end, Houston, Throckmorton, their friends, and supporters were unsuccessful in
keeping Texas in the Union. Despite his firm stance against secession, Houston decided that his
loyalty to Texas was more important than his attachment to the Union. If the Lincoln letter did
exist, the governor had an excellent opportunity to keep Texas in the Union and passed on the
offer.
Throckmorton, on the other hand, used the Secession Convention to make a name for
himself in the eyes of many in the state. His courageous words and actions at the convention was
the most remembered occurrence at the Secession Convention, and the incident was what
Throckmorton became known for, if remembered at all. His firmly held conviction of voicing his
displeasure over disunion pushed him into the political limelight. His overwhelming
accomplishment on his talking tour was an impressive political flex of his talent as an orator.
Throckmorton’s advice of declining Lincoln’s offer of military assistance was a prime example
of his loyalty to Texas, and his dismissal of all his work on keeping Texas in the Union. The
people of Texas spoke; they chose to leave the Union and join the Confederacy. The decision to
secede would haunt many Texans, and was the prelude to the bloodiest war in American history.
The decision to secede was both the catalyst and the precursor to the Civil War.
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CHAPTER IV
INTO THE BRINK
The final tally of referendum votes occurred on March 3, 1861, a day after Houston’s
sixty-eighth birthday, which evoked cheers and the ringing of bells in Austin. Not everyone in
Austin was celebrating, however. In the governor’s mansion, his jaw set and his face ashen,
Houston said to his wife, “Texas is lost.”1 The next day, Houston issued the proclamation
announcing the secession of Texas. His last ace up his sleeve was arguing that Texas should
return to the Republic of Texas rather than join the Confederacy, so that Texas could avoid the
impending war between the Union and the Confederacy. The Secessionists managed to
outmaneuver Houston by calling the convention to meet on March 14. In the meeting, the
convention voted that all state officials must take an oath of loyalty to the Confederacy. Houston
did not appear on March 15, so George W. Chilton, a Secessionist lawyer from Tyler and
member of the Knights of the Golden Circle, presented him with an order to appear at noon on
the sixteenth to take the oath.2
“Sam Houston! Sam Houston! Sam Houston!” Three times the officer of the Secession
Convention of the state of Texas called for the governor to come up from his office to the
legislative chambers overhead and take the prescribed oath of loyalty to the Confederate States
of America. Three times Houston refused, according to legend, and remained “silent,
immovable, in his chair . . . whittling steadily on.”3 Houston refused to take the oath to the
Confederacy, and he retired from office. “In the name of the constitution of Texas, which has
been trampled upon, I refuse to take this oath,” he said, “I love Texas too well to bring civil strife
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and bloodshed upon her.”4 Houston’s refusal to take the oath resulted in his political enemies
utilizing the opportunity to remove him from the political scene by declaring the governor’s
office vacant. He was replaced on March 18, 1861 by Lt. Gov. Edward Clark.
By not accepting military assistance to keep Texas in the Union, Houston can be seen as
betraying his Union while at the same time, his refusal to take up arms in defense of a
Confederate Texas was also seen as a betrayal by Secessionists in the state. Houston was in a
difficult position caught between his loyalty to Texas and the Union. Houston decided not to take
Lincoln’s offer to keep Texas in the Union because he did not want to be the reason war was
brought to Texas. His concern over Texas’s involvement in bloodshed between Americans, both
North and South, was the catalyst to his decision to wait out the war. He took the neutral stance
in order not to betray his Unionist ideals and his loyalty and commitment to Texas.
Throckmorton’s decision to join the Confederacy was a clearer case of betrayal of the Union.
Once secession was imminent Throckmorton was quick to fold under the majority and he chose
to join the Confederacy in defense of the frontier. Throckmorton’s main political ideals applied
to the safety of the frontier from the Native Americans. The evacuation of Federal troops from
the frontier left the frontier vulnerable to Native American attacks, so Throckmorton’s swift turn
around in ideology in defense of the frontier indicates that his commitment to the Union was
conditional. Their actions indicated that Houston was a fence straddler and Throckmorton was
classified as a Conservative Unionist.5 The three classifications for Unionists were: Radical or
Uncompromising Unionists, the Wait-and-See Unionists, and the Conservative or Confederate
Unionists.
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The principles of an Uncompromising Unionists is in the title. The Radical Unionists
refused to accept and compromise with their fellow Texans’ decision to leave the Union. The
Radical Unionists, such as Edmund J. Davis, Alexander J. Hamilton, James P. Newcomb, and
John L. Haynes, fled the state when Texas seceded. Davis, Hamilton, and Haynes all joined the
Union Army while the Knights of the Golden Circle in San Antonio chased Newcomb out of
Texas. The zealous Knights also destroyed the printing press of his pro-Unionist newspaper the
Alamo Express.6 The fence sitters, better known as the Wait-and-See Unionists, chose not to join
the Confederacy and stayed in Texas where they waited for the war to end. The most notable
fence sitters were E. M. Pease and Houston. The last group, the Confederate Unionists, chose to
take the oath of loyalty to the Confederacy, and many of these individuals joined the Confederate
Army. Two of these men were Ben H. Epperson and Throckmorton. Throckmorton joined the
Confederate Army while Epperson only donated money to the cause because he could not serve
due to a bad leg.
Houston’s refusal of Lincoln’s offer of troops to keep Texas in the Union and his refusal
to take the oath revealed his conflicting view-points. Houston loved Texas; he did not want to be
the catalyst for bringing war and death to his beloved state and his fellow countrymen. On the
other hand, he did not want to betray the Union, so he decided to wash his hands of the situation
and see what would happen. With war on the horizon, Houston’s role in the secession crisis drew
criticism from both Secessionists and Unionists. The former called him a “submissionist” who
sought to betray the South, and many of the latter, especially outside Texas, accused him of
cowardice and lack of leadership.7 The Secessionists viewed his refusal to take the oath as a
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betrayal to Texas and his fellow Texans while the Unionists, both in and out of Texas, found his
actions to be a betrayal to the Union. Houston found himself between a rock and a hard place, so
his stance to wait out the war, explain himself, and argue his position with the victor was an
intelligent political strategy. The plain truth was that Houston was a southerner who could not
get away from his Virginia and Tennessee roots, although he had come to love his adopted state
of Texas. He was a Democrat who accepted the will of the people, but he was also a realist, so
his strategic retreat when faced with overwhelming opposition was understandable.8
Between his commitments to traditional Whig political ideology, his desire to promote
economic prosperity through railroad development, his devotion to protecting small farmers from
domination, and his desire to preserve white supremacy and security on the frontier of North
Texas by removing Native Americans, Throckmorton’s work of campaigning against secession
had proved him a loyal Unionist.9 Although he fought against secession, Throckmorton not only
took the oath but also joined the Confederacy in the defense of his adopted state.10 He decided to
join the Confederate Army after President Lincoln’s proclamation calling for 75,000 state militia
volunteers to crush the southern rebellion.11 His actions garnered him respect from his fellow
Texans for taking up arms against the Union in defense of Texas. The Unionists, however, felt
that Throckmorton betrayed them due to his advice to ignore Lincoln’s letter, taking the oath of
loyalty to the Confederacy, and joining the Confederate Army. According to Radical Unionists,
Houston’s fence-sitting stance was seen as cowardice, while Throckmorton’s militant stance
against the Union was a betrayal far worse than Houston’s actions. Houston did not personally
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participate in the Confederacy, but Throckmorton’s active participation and militant stance made
him a traitor in the eyes of Radical Unionists.
Houston left Austin on March 19, 1861 after his plea for Texas to restore its rightful
government fell on deaf ears. The day before, he once again reminded the assembly of the
convention that he had the power to call out the militia but had not done so because he believed,
“The calamities of Civil War would be greater than the endurance of this usurpation for a time,
but since he is being driven to retirement he would still remain loyal to his state.”12 During what
was his last public speech in late March in Galveston, in front of a packed courthouse, he said:
“The demagogues had succeeded in the stilling of the voice of reason and as a result, the soil of
our beloved South will drink deep the precious blood of our sons and brethren. The die has been
cast by your secession leaders, and you must ere long reap the fearful harvest of conspiracy and
revolution.”13 Houston was still in Galveston on April 12, 1861 when the zealous fire-eating
secessionists in South Carolina fired on Fort Sumter. This event marked the beginning of the
Civil War. On the brink of war, Houston said: “The time has come when a man’s section is his
country. I stand by mine. All my hopes, my fortunes, are centered in the South. When I see that
land for whose defense my blood has been spilt, and the people whose fortunes have been mine
through a quarter of a century of toil, threatened with invasion, I can but cast my lot with theirs
and await the issue.”14 This decoration in support of the Confederacy is a complete turnaround of
his previous adamancy that he was against secession and a Unionist. This sudden change in
allegiance proves that Houston’s attachment to the Union was tested and proven to be not as
important to the welfare of and his political position in Texas.
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From May 1861 until his death on July 26, 1863, Houston insisted upon his loyalty to the
Confederacy. He pointed proudly to his son serving in the Confederate army and loudly boasted
that the shrillest voices calling for secession now skulked in the rear while his son fought at the
front; his section was his country.15 While his boasting was contradictory to his loyalty to the
Union, his love for Texas was simply greater. In fact, when his son Sam Jr. was at Allen Military
Academy in Cedar Point, on the eve of the war, he was anxious to join the army. Houston had
this advice to give to his son: “It is every man’s duty to defend his country; and I wish my
offspring to do so at the proper time and in the proper way. We are not wanted nor needed out of
Texas, and we may soon be wanted and needed in Texas. Until then, my son, be content.”16 Sam
Jr. ignored his father’s advice and joined the first volunteer unit in the area. He left for war as a
member of Company C, Second Texas Infantry, but in the Battle of Shiloh he was pronounced
either dead or missing. The six months that passed without word of his son was agony for
Houston and his family. Miraculously, Sam Jr. showed up in Cedar Point haggard and on
crutches with a severe wound that almost cost him his life. He had been held captive at Camp
Douglas, Illinois, but with the help of a chaplain who discovered his identity, Sam Jr. received
medical attention. The chaplain remembered that Houston voted against the Nebraska-Kansas
Act and looked after his son in gratitude. Sam Jr. returned to the army and participated until the
war ended.17 Besides Houston’s concerns for his son, he had his own issues at home to deal with.
Despite his son serving the Confederate Army and declared missing, in the spring and
summer of 1862, Houston was accused of being a traitor by many in the Confederacy. That May,
Gen. Paul O. Hebert ceremonially declared martial law from his headquarters in Galveston.
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Houston saw this move as a violation of the rights of Texas citizens and complained to Gov.
Francis R. Lubbock. In October of 1862, Houston experienced the Civil War personally. The
Union forces took Galveston, which was close to Sam Houston’s summer home on Trinity Bay,
known as Raven Moor, in Cedar Point, located east of Beach City in west central Chambers
County. The Union’s proximity ruined his source of income, so he moved his family to
Huntsville. While in Huntsville, he rented a house that looked like a steamboat. This house
would be his last residence because his health failed in the winter of 1863. He lived long enough
for Galveston to be reclaimed on January 1, 1863, and he rejoiced. While arguably the bloodiest
and most important battles of the Civil War, Gettysburg and Vicksburg, occurred in July of 1863,
Houston caught pneumonia and died at home in Huntsville shortly thereafter on July 26, 1863.
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Before Throckmorton enlisted in the Confederate Army, he appeared at a convention in
Collin County. Local Secessionists at the courthouse in McKinney organized it on April 27,
1861. At the convention, however, he was accused of espionage and was not allowed entrance.
He was, however, invited to a similar meeting called by Unionists, but he declined. He believed
that joining them would just rouse more suspicion.19 He was allowed to address the crowd after
the meeting and in his speech he reiterated that his loyalty was to the Confederacy. He also told
them that he would be one of the first to enlist in the Confederate Army, and true to his word, he
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did just that.20 He justified his decision to join the Confederacy in a letter to Benjamin H.
Epperson on January 19, 1862. He explained, I had as ardent an attachment for the old
Government as any man living . . . I would not consent to reunite with the north . . . the struggle
is over with me, we had better be separate, our interests, pursuits and habits are too diversified
ever to be made to harmonize.21
Throckmorton’s decision to enlist in the Confederate Army was determined by his
concern over the protection of the northern and northwestern frontiers. Throckmorton believed
that Texas might have to fight a two front war against the Native Americans and federal forces,
so the fear of invasion pushed him to defend the safety of the people on the northern frontier.
The first task of the Confederate Army was to claim the abandoned forts of Washita, Arbuckle,
and Cobb that was accomplished by the end of May 1861. Throckmorton’s initial period of
service ended after a month, but soon after, he joined the frontier regiment under the command
of Col. William C. Young, who was appointed to defend the northwest frontier. The men in the
regiment elected Throckmorton lieutenant colonel due to his esteemed reputation in the area.22
After the forts were occupied, he believed the defense of the frontier was favorable so he
returned to McKinney and resumed his work as a lawyer. However, while in Sherman, Grayson
County, on legal business, he learned that the frontier was at risk from Native Americans near
Fort Cobb. As a result, Throckmorton raised another volunteer cavalry company in McKinney on
June 8, 1861.23 This particular company was to serve under Colonel Young in defense of the
frontier. Their request to join in the defense of Fort Smith was denied, however, since trouble
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was brewing in Arkansas and troops were needed to defend both Arkansas and North Texas from
Union forces in Missouri.24 As a result, Throckmorton wrote to Governor Clark regarding the
company’s resignation, “The Company which I command, in the Regiment of Young, when they
ascertained that they were not in the Service of the Confederate States . . . disbanded.”25
Throckmorton and his men resigned from state service and joined the regular Confederate Army
on August 31, 1861 in the hope that they would be sent to defend Arkansas.
On September 12, 1861, Throckmorton and his men joined the Sixth Texas Cavalry at
Camp Bartow, near Dallas. Throckmorton was commissioned as captain of Company K, in the
Second Regiment of Texas Cavalry Volunteers, commanded by Col. B. Warren Stone.26 They
joined McCulloch’s army at Camp Jackson in Arkansas on October 16. Throckmorton’s
regiment faced combat on December 26, 1861, at the Battle of Chustenahlah in the Cherokee
Nation against Creeks aligned with the Union. After the victory and receiving glowing marks on
the regiment’s valor from Lt. Col. John S. Griffith, the regiment moved to Fayetteville, Arkansas
in mid-February of 1862. There were several skirmishes that occurred while they were riding
north toward Bentonville, Arkansas. The next battle he participated in was the Battle of Elkhorn
Tavern, in northern Arkansas, also known as the Battle of Pea Ridge. Although Pea Ridge was a
Confederate defeat, Throckmorton and his men were once again cited for their bravery.27
Throckmorton and his regiment parted ways with Colonel Stone after the death of Gen. Ben
McCulloch. He decided to take his men to Corinth, Mississippi, but his military career was over
on May 25, 1862. He became seriously ill upon his arrival in Mississippi and was forced to
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accept an honorable discharge.28 It was suspected that issues with his kidneys, which had also
plagued him in the Mexican-American War, was the cause of his illness.
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While Throckmorton was in Sherman, a horrific incident occurred which is known today
as the Great Gainesville Hangings, which took place in Cooke County. This incident occurred on
October 1, 1862. In a handful of counties along the Red River, more than two hundred suspected
Unionists were arrested. In Gainesville, at least forty-two of these prisoners were executed by
vigilantes for conspiring to commit treason and foment insurrection.30 Other hangings occurred
in the surrounding counties of Grayson, Wise, and Denton. Gainesville gets the most recognition,
and the incident is named after it because the most executions occurred there. After the last
hangings in Cooke and Wise County, mass public hysteria started to dissipate. Consequently,
those tried in Gainesville asserted that several guards at the militia arsenal in Sherman had joined
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the Peace Party, a pro-Unionist political party, and had supplied members with weapons and
ammunition. As a result, sixteen men were arrested in Grayson County and tried, but were spared
by the timely intervention of state district judge Robert W. Waddell and Throckmorton.
Throckmorton exerted his influence in Sherman, since he was a well-respected and popular
figure in the area. The two men pleaded for due process of the law and managed to persuade
local authorities to send the prisoners to the Confederate district court at Tyler, where all were
eventually released.31 In the Marshall Texas Republican, Throckmorton’s views of the
Gainesville incident were written in a letter and published as follows: “Those who were arrested
were nothing but refugees and suspected persons, and that the Great Hanging was a great good to
society.”32 He wrote this harsh critique of the event because his former commander and friend
Colonel William C. Young was murdered by dissenters in Gainesville.
Throckmorton on October 25, 1862 sent a letter to newly elected Gov. Francis Lubbock
expressing his concerns over the frontier and offered to raise and command a frontier regiment,
but Governor Lubbock failed to see the need. In response to his concerns falling on deaf ears,
Throckmorton decided to rejoin the Confederate Army once again, and in February 1863, he
organized a new company in Col. Isham Chisum’s regiment of Texas Cavalry known as the
Second Partisan Rangers.33 The regiment was sent to join Colonel Stone in Louisiana between
May and August of 1863. While in Louisiana, the regiment engaged Union troops at
Cheneyville, Brashear City, and Fort Butler. Unfortunately, Throckmorton’s kidney disease
flared up again and he was discharged on September 12, 1863. While he was recovering from his
illness in Vermillionville, Louisiana, he learned that he had been elected to represent Collin and
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Grayson counties in the State Senate.34 In fact, in April of 1863, shortly before his death,
Houston had dictated a letter where he voiced his opinion on the Texas gubernatorial election
that stated, “I am prepared to go for any one that will support the Constitution and the laws. I
have no predilections, intelligence and honesty is all I want. Throckmorton, if he can be elected,
I rather think, that I should prefer him to any man in the state.”35
While back in Texas, Throckmorton traveled to Austin and assumed his duties in the
Tenth Legislature. In his tenure as a senator for Collin and Grayson counties, he debated and
voted on key issues such as the depreciation of Confederate currency, and the impressment of
cotton. He also advocated for economic growth, and was concerned with the rising crime rate.
The protection of the northern and northwestern frontiers was addressed and handled by the
appointment of three separate regional commanders, each supplied with local men.36 Gov.
Pendleton Murrah, who took office on November 5, 1863, and authorized the appointment and
the Frontier Organization was established. On March 1, 1864, the three districts were established
in Decatur, Gatesville, and Fredericksburg with approximately four thousand men.37 At this time,
the Confederacy had trouble-enlisting men from North Texas and elevated Throckmorton’s rank
to brigadier general in order to use his influence in the area to boost recruitment. Throckmorton
was appointed by Governor Murrah to command Brigadier District Number 3 where he remained
in command of this district until he was ordered again by Murrah in October 1864 to become
commander of the First Frontier District. While commanding the First Frontier District,
Throckmorton’s concerns were on public safety because of the growing Native American threat.
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He also used his influence to smooth over tension between the troops defending the frontier and
the Confederate troops by encouraging commerce.38 During his tenure as commander of the First
Frontier District, by December of 1864, Throckmorton was able to recruit 1,436 men, and from
there he formed twenty-six companies.39
While assuming his leadership over the First Frontier District, Throckmorton created the
self-sufficient search and destroy units. The units were to help combat Comanche and Kiowa
warriors who were attacking North Texas settlements; they also helped combat outlaws and
deserters. The frontier soldiers were self-sustaining men who were allowed to confiscate their
enemies’ property and have the value of the confiscated profit deducted from their pay. Due to
bad weather and logistic issues, this plan was a failure.40 Although ruthless, to the Rebels this
plan showed initiative and had promise. Throckmorton was concerned about his men being
properly equipped and regularly compensated. In theory, his plan would have kept morale up and
increased economics in the area that were struggling with the hardship of the war. Before
Throckmorton could work out the logistic issues that arose, he was reassigned to the Department
of Indian Affairs.41
By March of 1865, with Rebel armies in retreat, Throckmorton concluded the war was
lost. In a letter to confidante, Ben Epperson, he explained,
I presume Mr. Davis already knows what terms we will have to
subscribe to get foreign aid; the abolishment of slavery is the first
sacrifice and is the base of all other terms. [I] will remain faithful
to the Confederacy and the State until the people determine another
course, but I feel if the Ship of State is compelled to founder that
duty and patriotism requires every effort be made possible to save
the crew. If there is no chance for foreign help, we should make
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terms while we are in a condition to demand living ones, and not
postpone it until the chains of slavery are riveted upon a helpless
people.42
Yet the Confederate government under Jefferson Davis refused to bend and sought to enlist
Native Americans. Gen. E. Kirby Smith appointed Throckmorton as the Confederate
commissioner to the Native Americans. He traveled to Kenzos on the Washita River, near Elm
Springs, Arkansas, for the scheduled May 15, 1865 meeting with the various tribes.43
Throckmorton, known by the Native Americans as “Leathercoat,” was tasked with obtaining a
peace agreement with the Native Americans to secure their support of a potential Confederate
raids into Kansas. The council meeting had representatives from the Choctaws, Cherokees,
Seminoles, Creeks, Osage, Comanches, Cheyennes, Caddoes, Arapahoes, Lipans, Kickapoos,
Kiowas, and some Sioux. There was about twenty thousand Native Americans present at the
council meeting.44 By the time of the council meeting, however, the Kansas plan had been
abandoned due to the Confederacy being in such dire straits. Throckmorton’s main task was
securing peace with the Native Americans. He argued that the Red River should be the boundary,
but the Native Americans protested. He did manage to secure a minimal agreement on friendly
relations between frontier settlers and the various tribes at the council meeting. Throckmorton’s
ability to come to an understanding with the tribes was an impressive political feat. Although
once the war was over, the threat of occupation by federal forces became more important and the
Confederate and Northern Frontier troops disbanded. The removal of troops left the frontier
defenseless, so Native American attacks quickly resumed. After his successful meeting with the
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Native Americans, Throckmorton returned to Texas in early June of 1865 to find the war was
over.45
The political careers of Houston and Throckmorton in the Civil War are filled with
suspicion and skepticism from their countrymen, and underlined with the feelings of betrayal
from Unionists, both in and outside of Texas. Although Houston was adamant in his stance of
choosing his state over the Union, he was still faced with political accusations that questioned his
loyalty. Houston’s decision to sit out the war and wait to see who would come out on top was
criticized by both sides. He was accused of disloyalty and betrayal. His decision was no win
situation, but in the end, he did not want to be the catalyst for bringing war to Texas. He logically
decided to wait out the war and would go from there. Houston did not personally contribute to
the war effort although he strenuously defended his loyalty to Texas by pointing out proudly that
his son was serving in the Confederate Army. He maintained his commitment to Texas even on
his deathbed according to family legend. His last words and thoughts on earth were his worry for
his beloved state of Texas.
Throckmorton, on the other hand, made a name for himself politically during the Civil
War. His honorable military service and leadership, despite his illness, in the protection of the
northern frontier earned him favorable recognition politically. His superiors recognized his
political influence in the northern counties, and this enabled Throckmorton to rise through not
only military ranks, but also to increase his political influence across Texas. His decisions and
accomplishments in the military, recruitment, leadership on the northern frontier, and his brief
success with the Native Americans, painted him as a leader in a time of crisis, despite those who
questioned his loyalty and commitment to the Confederacy and Texas.
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The conclusion of the Civil War in Texas began when General E. Kirby Smith reached
Houston on May 27, 1865. With no army to command to defend Texas from Union troops,
General Smith and Gen. John B. Magruder boarded a Union warship, the U. S. S. Fort Jackson,
on June 2, in Galveston Bay, and signed articles of surrender.46 On June 10, Gen. Philip H.
Sheridan, commanding of the Military Division of the Southwest, ordered Gen. Gordon Granger
to occupy Texas with a force of 1,800 men.47 General Granger, on June 19, at the hotel in
Galveston, allegedly the Ashton Villa, a Union command post during occupation, issued Order
No. 1 which officially freed the slaves in Texas, declared laws passed by the Confederacy void,
classified Confederate soldiers as on parole, and mandated that public property and cotton be
turned over to the Union Army. This order is celebrated now as an annual holiday commentating
the freedom of slaves in Texas known as “Juneteenth.” Thus began the military occupation of
Texas and a precursor to Reconstruction.
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CHAPTER V
THE WOES OF RECONSTRUCTION & THE LEGACIES OF HOUSTON AND
THROCKMORTON
In March 1865, James Webb Throckmorton foreshadowed the future of the defeated
South in a letter to Benjamin Holland Epperson, an East Texas lawyer and legislator: “Nothing
but diplomacy and skill brought to bear on Lincoln and the federal government can save us from
irretrievable ruin, and the most appalling degradation. . . . I have a strong hope that some of the
statesmen of the Confederacy know and appreciate the condition of affairs, and are determined to
make a mighty effort to save us. This can only be done, I imagine, by reconstruction.”1 The
defeat of the Confederacy in the Civil War and the resulting occupation of Texas, would bring
about rapid and drastic changes to the people of Texas. The most noticeable hardship for Texans
was accepting that they had lost, and the political and social changes in their society. For black
Texans, the biblical days of jubilee had arrived.
Reconstruction is divided by historians into three different phases: Presidential
Reconstruction, which occurred from June 1865 to March 1867; Congressional Reconstruction,
from March 1867 to April 1870; and Radical Rule, which ended in most of the South in 1873.2
Presidential Reconstruction began immediately after Gen. Gordon Granger landed in Galveston
and issued his Order No. 1 emancipating slaves in Texas and declaring Lincoln’s Emancipation
Proclamation in effect. This phase of Reconstruction ended in March of 1867 when Congress
took control of Texas. Radical Reconstruction began with the adoption of the Texas Constitution
of 1869, and the election of Edmund J. Davis as governor. Military control ended on April 16,
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1870. The Democrats did not regain political control over Texas until they won control of both
house of state legislature in the 1872 elections.3
The delegates of the convention set June 25, 1866 as the official date of state elections
and August 6 was the day the Eleventh Texas Legislature would meet. Throckmorton was
surprised that the convention managed to be harmonious; he believed the divisiveness would
have created much more friction, but that was not the case. Throckmorton had some strong
negative feelings toward Radical Unionists, like Alexander Jackson Hamilton, who took up arms
for the Union against Texas, and the Radical Republicans. He commented on the partnership of
the Radical Unionists and the Radical Republicans: “[Those who] drew their swords against their
country; who led armies to sack and pillage their own state; who rejoiced in the ruin of their
native and adopted land; who shed no tears of sympathy over the utter degradation of their fallen
countryman; who rejoiced in the deaths of thousands of their fellow citizens; [and] who laugh at
the broken hearts of the orphans, daughters, and mothers of their own land.”4 Throckmorton was
very bitter when the Confederacy lost the war. He resented Texas’s vulnerable position, at the
mercy of the Union in Reconstruction. He blamed the extremists on both sides of the war.
During Reconstruction, Throckmorton believed that two objectives needed to be
accomplished following the end of the Civil War. The first was to remove Native Americans
from the northern frontier and push them back onto the far reaches of the Llano Estacado. The
second objective was to develop policies that would prevent newly freed slaves from migrating
to the frontier lands.5 The provisional governor appointed by President Johnson was Andrew
Jackson Hamilton on June 17, 1865.6 He was an Uncompromising Unionist who left Texas to
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join the Union Army. President Johnson was a southerner who sympathized with the South and
was more lenient when it came to pardons of high-ranking Confederate political and military
officials. Johnson continued Lincoln’s lenient policy with the restriction that slavery be
abolished, but the state was not required to extend constitutional rights such as suffrage to the
freedmen as a requirement for re-admittance to the Union. This left an open door for polices
Throckmorton wanted to establish to limit the freedmen’s rights in Texas, and protect white
supremacy.
Governor Hamilton called on the counties to elect delegates for a constitutional
convention to take place in February of 1866, in Austin. The elections to the convention took
place on January 8, 1866. Throckmorton was selected to represent Grayson and Collin counties.7
The convention assembled on February 7, 1866, with sixty-two elected delegates present. It
became quickly apparent that the delegates were divided into two groups, the Unionists and
Secessionists. The Unionists were made up of the Uncompromising Unionists and the Wait-andSee or Conservative Unionists while the Secessionists were divided between extremists and
moderates. Since Throckmorton conformed to secession he was part of the secessionist camp,
but since he was originally supportive of the Union his views slotted him in the moderate group.
The next day the president of the convention was decided. Throckmorton defeated Albert H.
Latimer by a margin of forty-one to twenty-four.8 He was voted in by the Moderate Secessionists
and the Conservative Unionists. The Radical Unionists did not favor Throckmorton; many
believed he had betrayed his earlier principles from the Secession Convention in 1861, and were
concerned about his ability to defend the Union Reconstruction policies.9 While the Radical
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Unionists had their reservations, the opinion of the media, in and out of Texas, as expressed in
the Houston Tri-Weekly Telegraph, the Tyler Journal, and New Orleans Picayune, thought his
election to head the convention was wise. The widespread praise of his reputation gave rise to his
inflated ego and was a catalyst for his political ambition to run for governor.10
In his convention presidential inaugural speech he focused on returning Texas to the
Union swiftly and made no mention of providing rights for blacks in Texas. The following is an
excerpt from Throckmorton’s inaugural speech that highlights some of his viewpoints on the
fallout of the war:
At a time like the present, when we have just emerged from the
most terrible conflict known to modern times, with homes made
dreary and desolate by the heavy hand of war’ the people
impoverished, and groaning under public and private debts; the
great industrial energies of the country sadly depressed; occupying
in some respects the position of a State of the Federal Union, and
in others, the condition of a conquered province, exercising only
such privileges as the conqueror in his wisdom and mercy may
allow; the loyalty of the people to the general government doubted;
their integrity questioned; their holiest aspirations for peace and
restoration disbelieved, maligned and traduced, with a constant
misapprehension of their most innocent actions and intentions;
with a frontier many hundred miles extent, being desolated by a
murderous and powerful enemy, our devoted frontiersmen filling
bloody graves, their property given to the flames, or carried off as
booty, their little ones murdered, and their wives and daughters
carried into a captivity more terrible than death, . . . unprotected by
the government we support, with troops quartered in the interior,
where there is peace and quiet; unwilling to send armed citizens to
defend the suffering border, for fear of arousing unjust suspicious
as to the motive . . . under such circumstances, with such
surroundings, when so much depends upon prudence, and so great
an amount of patriotism and intelligence is required, I feel sadly
oppressed with difficulties which lie before me.11
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Throckmorton expressed a justification for Texas seceding from the Union in his inaugural
speech by referencing the perceived failure of the Union to protect the frontier. He also
expressed his frustrations with the Union and the disfranchisement of Texas following the
Confederate defeat in the war. He lamented the state of disarray Texas was left in and how
difficult a task it would be to put Texas back on track and out of the mercy of the Union.
Throckmorton was a North Texas politician who was an avid advocate for the protection and
economic expansion of the northern and northwestern frontiers of the state. Once an avid
Unionist, Throckmorton was disillusioned by the war after witnessing the amount of death and
destruction of families, property, and southern traditions such as slavery. Although
Throckmorton championed the development and protection of the North and the Northwestern
Texas frontier he did support and advocate other issues such as controlling crime in the state,
lowering taxes, the public school system, a state university, and charitable care for mentally ill
citizens. However, Throckmorton did not include African Americans in these plans.12
The convention decided that the delegates should swear a constitutional oath, annul the
state’s ordinance of secession, and maintain state laws that did not contradict the U.S.
Constitution. The complications arose when discussing the Thirteenth Amendment and if they
should allow blacks the right to testify in court. Throckmorton was opposed to what he believed
was a forced ratification so, the convention followed his lead on this issue and did not ratify the
amendment. In addition, the issue of black testimony was compromised to allow the legislative
body to act on a case-by-case basis in allowing blacks to testify.13 The convention ended on
April 2, and Throckmorton was ill during the last days of the convention. David C. Dickson was
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elected pro tem in his absence. An interesting ordinance that was not agreed to was brought to
the convention which established the idea of splitting Texas into smaller states. Throckmorton
was not credited with the idea nor did he present it, but he was not opposed to it. If northern
counties became their own state, whites would have the majority there and would find limiting
the rights of blacks easier to accomplish.14 In many ways, the speech foreshadowed
Throckmorton’s future failure to provide equitable treatment to the freedmen and their white
allies, a circumstance that would continually cause him problems throughout his tenure as
governor.15
While in office, his policies, accomplishments, and problems revolved around his
reluctance to ratify the Thirteenth and Fourteenth amendments and his approval over the creation
of a series of laws called the Black Codes which prevented freedmen from interracial marriage,
and apprenticeships. In addition, the Black Codes established segregated public schools and in
railroads travel, while the homestead laws only applied to whites. These codes also denied them
the right to vote, hold public office, serve on juries, or give testimony in court with the exception
of fellow blacks’ cases. The only rights blacks did have were binding contracts, the right to sue
and be sued, hold personal and real property, make wills, and personal security.16
Throckmorton was the first democratically elected governor during Reconstruction. The
constitutional convention set June 25, 1866 as Election Day. The radicals, Uncompromising
Unionists, approached A. J. Hamilton to run for governor on the radical ticket, but he declined.
The radical’s then approached Elisha M. Pease for governor, and Benjamin Epperson as
lieutenant governor. The conservatives chose Throckmorton for governor and George W. Jones
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of Bastrop County for lieutenant governor. Since Throckmorton and Epperson were close friends
Epperson agreed to drop out in exchange for a promise of endorsement for the United States
Senate. The radicals then replaced Epperson with Livingston Lindsay. Throckmorton won by a
landslide 48, 631 out of 60, 682 ballots.17
Throckmorton’s career as governor was highlighted by multiple confrontations with the
military over his policies of the protection of the frontier from hostile Native Americans and
attempt to prevent migration of freedmen to North Texas. Throckmorton’s governorship
entertained three main events, which included frontier defense, his belief that civil authority was
superior to military rule, and his removal as governor. He tried to eliminate the use of military
courts, as pertaining to the Freedmen’s Bureau, which ended up negatively effecting his efforts
to protect the frontier since his relationship with the military was hostile and Union troops were
used to protect blacks and Freedmen’s Bureau men who were being attacked by disgruntled and
racist white Texans.18 His policies and his lack of concern for freedmen’s general welfare
resulted in Gen. Philip Sheridan removing Throckmorton as governor of Texas on August 9,
1867, on grounds that he was an impediment to Reconstruction.19
Throckmorton’s political career did not end when he was removed from the governor’s
office. His political career after dismissal restarted with two terms in Congress from 1875-1877
and 1877-1879. He made a bid for the governor seat again in 1878, but lost in the gubernational
election to Judge Oran M. Roberts. In 1881, Throckmorton ran for the U.S. Senate but lost to
incumbent, Samuel Bell Maxey. In 1882 he was once again elected to the House of
Representatives and was reelected in 1884 and in 1886. During his last term his kidney disease
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acted up again and forced him into retirement. In 1890, his supporters encouraged him to make a
bid for the governor’s seat, but his political career was at an end due to his poor health.20
Throckmorton died on April 21, 1894 in McKinney. As the story goes, he was playing
cards with a few friends in McAllister, Oklahoma where he was a receiver for the Choctaw Coal
and Railroad Company, when he left the game to send a telegram. As he made his way back to
the game, he lost his footing while walking on the street at night and fell to the ground. He was
terribly injured in the fall with two broken ribs and was left unconscious. After some time,
without timely returning to the game his friends grew worried about his absence and went out to
look for him. They found him unconscious on the street and was taken to his hotel.
Throckmorton returned to McKinney to recover from the fall and after several days recovering
he attempted to return to McAllister, but he soon became sick and had to return to McKinney.
When he returned, he was confined to his death bed.21 Throckmorton’s last hours were published
in a newspaper account:
Early last night Gov. Throckmorton was asked how he felt. He had
been on a stupor for two days with only temporary periods of
consciousness and it was during one of these the question was put.
He replied: “Very well,” and nodded his head. Immediately after
that he went to sleep as quietly and peacefully as a child. The men
of medicine who had been in attendance day and night for many
days dozed off, leaving a few watchers to await developments with
sleepless eyes. The clock ticked off the minutes with depressing
monotony and the hours crept on leaden heels. The sick man slept
on. So did the doctors. The clock struck 12. The dying man turned
over, opened his eyes once or twice, gasped a little and then went
back to rest. The minutes crept along and the watchers by the
bedside conversed in low whispers. Just as the clock struck 1 the
sleeper awoke with a gasp. His face was drawn and wrinkled with
pain and his body was writhing in agony. The physicians were at
once aroused and went to work. A crisis was at hand. The slender
thread of life vibrated, the convulsion passed, the patient rallied.
But there was no sleep. It was evident that the strength which had
20
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withstood death nigh a hundred times was exhausted and the
beginning of the end was at hand. From 1 o’clock till daylight stole
over the hills the departing spirit tarried awhile in peace. But about
6 o’clock another convulsion as violent as the first shook the
weakened frame. He never rallied. At 8:30 he died without having
spoken for hours and hours, perfectly unconscious alike [of] the
pangs of suffering and the farewells of those whom he had loved
so well and who had so well loved him.22
He battled kidney disease all his adult life and it was acknowledged that his frailness at the end
following his fall contributed to his demise. His final resting place was Pecan Grove Cemetery in
McKinney.
The legacies of these accomplished politicians resonate until today. Sam Houston, is
arguably the state’s most accomplished politician. To summarize his political accomplishments
the list is as follows: member of the U.S. House of Representatives from Tennessee from 18231827, Governor of Tennessee from 1827-1829, First President of the Republic of Texas from 18361838, member of the Texas House of Representatives representing the San Augustine District from
1839-1841, Third President of the Republic of Texas from 1841-1844, U.S. Senator from Texas
from 1846-1859, and Seventh Governor of Texas from 1859-1861. James Webb Throckmorton’s
political career on the other hand, include these accomplishments: Texas State Senator from
District Four from 1857-1861, Texas State Senator from District Fifteen from 1863-1865,
Governor of Texas 1866-1867, U.S. House of Representatives Third Congressional District from
1875-1879, and U.S. House of Representatives in Fifth Congressional District 1883-1887.
In addition to their impressive political careers, both men have been memorialized through
the creation of monuments, historical markers, and buildings, cities, counties, and schools named
for them. The following images are examples of their influence that resulted in expanding their
lore. The first photo is of Throckmorton’s historical marker that was dedicated by the Texas
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Historical Commission in 1977. It is located in his hometown of McKinney, in Collin County, near
the site of his homestead. The next photograph is a monument, commissioned by residents in
remembrance for Collin County’s favorite son, located in downtown McKinney on the lawn of the
Collin County Courthouse. The inscription on the monument reads, “A Tennessean by Birth, a
Texan by Adoption. . . . A slight tribute to the patriot and statesman from his fellow citizens and
admirers because of his pre-eminent personal worth, and distinguished public services.” The next
three photos are monuments of Sam Houston. The first statue, sculpted by Raoul Jossett in 1957,
is life-sized as a Mason located in Austin outside the state archives building near the state capitol.
The inscription reads, “General Sam Houston (1793-1863), President of the Republic of Texas,
Chairman of the Convention of Freemasons that established the Grand Lodge of the Republic of
Texas, A.F. & A. M, in the Senate Chamber of the Capitol, Houston. . . December 20, 1838.” This
statue was donated to the state in 1961 by the Masonic Lodges of Texas.23 The next photo is known
as the Sam Houston Monument, by Enrico Cerracchio that was dedicated in 1924, and is located
in the northwest corner of Hermann Park in Houston. This work was commissioned by the City of
Houston’s Municipal Arts. This statue is somewhat unique and depicts Houston on horseback
wearing military attire and a long cape and has Houston pointing with his right arm toward the
entrance to the park. The final photo is of a statue of Houston on US Interstate 45 outside
Huntsville. It is sixty-seven feet tall, making it one of the tallest in the United States. This statue
is titled, “A Tribute to Courage” and was created by David Adickes in 1994. The statue depicts
Houston with a walking cane and snappy evening wear of a 19th century statesman. 24
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Located near Throckmorton’s homestead in McKinney, Texas.
Located in downtown McKinney as a reminder of their once favorite son of Collin County.
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Free Mason statue of Sam Houston. Photograph of Author.

Equestrian statue of Sam Houston. O’Neal, A Study in Leadership, 216.

Located outside the Texas State Library and Archives.
Located in Houston, Texas, statue points the way into Hermann Park.
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Sixty-seven-foot statue of Sam Houston. O’Neal, A Study in Leadership, 213.

In conclusion, both Houston and Throckmorton were accomplished politicians. Despite
identifying themselves as Unionists during the Secession Crisis, the two decided their loyalties to
their adopted state of Texas was ultimately more important in the long run. Historical narratives
of Houston tend to be egocentric, while the scholarship on Throckmorton is limited to two
biographies which pales in comparison to the extensive amount of historical scholarship that is
available for Houston. Throckmorton was an accomplished Texan politician although he is not
well known amongst the general public nor is he a prominent area of historical scholarship study
which needs to change. Although he was not an ideal heroic figure of this era since he was a
racist, Throckmorton was an integral part of 19th century Texas history, and deserves better
recognition than a token quotation from the secession convention, which is the event for which
most people remember him. Houston on the other hand, the “Hero of San Jacinto,” is shrouded in
an abundance of folklore rhetoric. The general publics’ understanding of Houston amounts to
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hero worship, and his blunders and vices are non-existent. Like Davy Crocket, much about
Houston has been larger than life portrayals of his accomplishments. The actual historical
scholarship on Houston does not shy away from his faults, however, especially with authors who
study a person’s life exclusively tend to either fall in love or come to hate their subject.
This account of these men was aimed to neither glorify nor condemn these men’s point of
views, actions or lack thereof, but rather analyze and measure what they said and what they did
in an attempt to assess these men’s possible motives and ambitions behind their political
decisions whatever the result of their actions. Houston’s commitment to the Union was tested
and found wanting due to his loyalty to Texas. The welfare of Texas and his political position in
Texas was ultimately more important than his Unionist ideals. Throckmorton proved that his
Unionism was conditional to the benefits the Union provided to the protection and economic
interests of north Texas. Throckmorton’s loyalties were to North Texas not the Union. Although
Houston and Throckmorton failed to keep Texas in the Union, it was not from lack of effort or
wavering convictions rather their Unionist convictions failed in comparison to their commitment
to Texas.
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